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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Zntroductiorz 
The analogy between properties of the function e’ and the properties of 
the function l/( 1 -x) has led, in the past two centuries, to much new 
mathematics. At the most elementary level, it was noticed long ago that the 
function l/( 1 - x) is (roughly) the Laplace transform of the function e-‘;, 
and the theory of Laplace transforms, in its heyday, was concerned with 
drafting a correspondence table between properties of functions and 
properties of their Laplace transforms. In the development of functional 
analysis in the forties and fifties, properties of semigroups of linear 
operators on Banach spaces were thrown back onto properties of their 
resolvents; the functional equation satisfied by the resolvent of an operator 
was clearly perceived at that time as an analog-though still a mysterious 
one-of the Cauchy functional equation satisfied by the exponential 
function. 
A far more ancient, though, it must be admitted, still little known 
instance of this analogy is the Newton expansion of the calculus of divided 
difference (see, e.g., [lo] ). Although Taylor’s formula can be formally seen 
as a special case of a Newton expansion (obtained by taking equal 
arguments), nonetheless, the algebraic properties of the two expansions 
were radically different. Suitably reinterpreted, Taylor’s formula led in this 
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century to the concept of Lie algebra. To the best of our knowledge, no 
analogous algebraic structure has yet been derived from Newton’s 
expansion, although some recent work of Lascoux and Schtitzenburger on 
Schubert polynomials may well foreshadow such a development. 
With this possible development in the back of our minds, we undertake 
in this work the development of what may be called the Newtonian analog 
of the simplest of the enveloping algebras of a Lie algebra, which is the 
Hopf algebra K[x] of polynomials in one variable. This Hopf algebra is to 
the exponential function as the Newtonian coalgebra we study in this work 
is to the function l/( 1 -x). 
More specifically, following the suggestion of G.-C. Rota [16, p. 753; 7, 
p. 1191, we define a coalgebra structure on the underlying vector space of 
the algebra P= K[x] by setting 
Ap=pol-loP 
x01-10x 
for every polynomial p in P. The resulting coalgebra, which we call the 
Newtonian coalgebra, is not a bialgebra [ 17, Chap. III]. Instead, the 
coproduct A satisfies the identity 
which is reminiscent of a derivation. To the best of our knowledge, this 
property was first observed by Joni and Rota [7]. Stretching the meaning 
of our terms (but only a little), we could say that a Newtonian coalgebra 
is a coalgebra defined on the underlying vector space of an algebra, where 
the coproduct is an algebra derivation instead of an algebra endomorphism 
(as is the case for a bialgebra). (Our definition of a coalgebra differs from 
that of the standard references [ll, 173 in that we do not require a 
coalgebra to have a counit.) We have not investigated the possibility of 
extending this definition to the case of several variables (which might give 
a Newtonian analog of the enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra), but we 
should like to propose this possibility as an intriguing program. 
The bulk of this work is a detailed study of the Newtonian coalgebra. 
Our main objective is to give a presentation (one that, we would like to 
believe, meets contemporary standards of rigor) of the algebraic under- 
pinning of the calculus of divided differences. The proofs of Newton’s 
expansion, of the Lagrange interpolation formula, and of their variants and 
generalizations given below shed light on some classical interpolation 
problems, at least insofar as the required algebra goes. Our systematic use 
of the dual algebra brings out the hidden reasons for these interpolation 
formulas. 
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In the umbra1 calculus of Roman and Rota [ 151, an important role is 
played by the algebra of shift-invariant operators on the Hopf algebra 
K[x] (where the comultiplication is defined by making the generator s 
primitive). It can be shown that the algebra of shift-invariant operators is 
exactly the algebra of comodule endomorphisms (where we consider K[x] 
as a comodule over itself) [ 17, Chap. II]. In parallel with the umbra1 
calculus, we develop the calculus of comodule endomorphisms of P (which 
we call the algebra of descending operators; see Section 6.3), and we show 
that this algebra plays an analogous role in the Newtonian coalgebra. 
Much as the umbra1 calculus is closely related to properties of polyno- 
mial sequences of binomial type, that is, sequences of polynomials (p,,) 
satisfying the identities 
p,,(x+?‘)= i H 
0 k=O k 
Pk(-Y) Pnpk(.vh 
we find that the calculus that is associated with the Newtonian coalgebra 
is related to properties of NeMltonian sequences, that is, sequences of 
polynomials ( p,,} satisfying the identities 
n-l 
P,b-P,(J’)=(-~-I’) c Pk(*~)P,mk&,(?o 
k=O 
(see Sect. 5.3). Remarkably, all the main results of the umbra1 calculus have 
analogs in the context of Newtonian coalgebras, for example the transfer 
formula (see Sect. 7.3 and [ 15, p. 1321). Regrettably, however, few such 
sequences of polynomials have been studied in the literature, and we have 
not made a thorough search for those sequences that might appear worth 
developing from the point of view of the theory of special functions. We 
hope, however, that the present work will encourage the recognition of 
such special sequences of polynomials in probabilistic and combinatorial 
contexts similar to those where sequences of polynomials of binomial type 
have proved useful. 
1.2. Organization of the Paper 
The paper is organized as follows: 
In Section 2, we define the coalgebra structure on P, show that its 
iterates coincide with the classical divided differences, and derive various 
technical properties that will be needed later in the paper. 
In Section 3, we begin the study of the dual algebra P*. We define the 
Evaluation Algebra 8 to be the subalgebra of P* generated by the 
functionals that evaluate a polynomial at a fixed point. We compute the 
structure of & as an algebra, and we show that d consists of all linear 
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combinations of the functionals that evaluate a derivative of a polynomial 
at a point. We also show that P* is isomorphic to the algebra of formal 
power series with zero constant term, and that it is the completion of d 
with respect to the topology in which a sequence of functionals approaches 
zero if its elements are products of an increasing number of factors. 
In Section 4, we define a polynomial sequence to be a sequence { pn ] of 
polynomials such that p, is of degree n. We then define a filtration of P* 
dual to the filtration of P defined by degree, and define a functional 
sequence to be a sequence of functionals {,f,, f2, f3, . ..} such that ,f,, is of 
filtration n, but not of filtration n + 1. We show that every functional 
sequence is the dual pseudobasis of a unique polynomial sequence, and we 
obtain some applications to problems of polynomial interpolation. 
In Section 5, we study the group of continuous algebra automorphisms 
of P* and the group of coalgebra automorphisms of P, and we show that 
these groups are anti-isomorphic. We show that every continuous algebra 
automorphism of P* is determined by the choice of a basic functional, 
which is an element f of P* such that f (1) # 0. (Basic functionals are 
exactly those elements of P* whose powers form a functional sequence, and 
thus a pseudobasis of P*.) We show that every coalgebra automorphism 
of P is determined by the choice of a Newtonian sequence, which is a 
polynomial sequence {P,~) such that p,(~)-p,(1?)=(.u-c')Cr=d pi(vU) 
p,, l ~ i( y) for n > 0. We thus obtain a correspondence between basic 
functionals and Newtonian sequences. 
In Section 6, we study the algebra of descending operators. These are 
linear operators on P defined as the adjoints of certain multiplication 
operators on P*, and they will be used later in the paper to construct 
various polynomial sequences of interest. As an application, we obtain the 
Lagrange interpolation formula. Among the descending operators are the 
basic operators, which are the adjoints to the operators on P* defined by 
multiplication by a basic functional. For each Newtonian sequence {p,}, 
there is a unique basic operator f * such that f *(p,) = pnp 1. We also show 
that the algebra of descending operators is exactly the algebra of comodule 
maps P + P (where we consider P as a comodule over itself). 
In Section 7, we show that Newtonian sequences {p,} are classified by 
their constant terms, which can be arbitrary except that we must have 
pO # 0. We characterize Newtonian sequences by their generating functions, 
and we obtain several constructions of the Newtonian sequence associated 
with a basic functional. As an application, we obtain an easy proof of 
the Lagrange inversion formula, and we give a number of examples of 
Newtonian sequences. 
In Section 8, we deline a Scheffer set to be a polynomial sequence {.F,,} 
such that there is a basic operator f * for which f *(s,) =s,.~ ,. We 
show that this is equivalent to there being a Newtonian sequence {pn). 
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such that s,(x) -s,(y) = (x - y) Cy:d s, (.u) pnP, ~,( y) for n > 0, and we 
characterize Sheffer sets by their generating functions. We show that for a 
basic operator f * there is one Sheffer set for each invertible descending 
operator, and that a Sheffer set for f * is entirely determined by its sequence 
of constant terms (which can be arbitrary as long as s0 # 0). 
2. THE NEWTONIAN COALGEBRA P 
2.1. Definitions and Basic Properties 
In this section, we define the comultiplication of the Newtonian 
coalgebra P, and show that our comultiplication is a coassociative, cocom- 
mutative derivation, for which there is no counit. (Our definition of a 
coalgebra differs from that of the standard references [ 11, 173 in that their 
definition of a coalgebra requires a counit.) 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero, and let P= K[x] be the polyno- 
mial algebra in one variable over K. There is an isomorphism of algebras 
between POP and the polynomial algebra over K in two variables, under 
which x@ 1 and 1 Ox map to the two variables. Using this fact, it is easy 
to see that for each polynomial p there is a unique element q of POP 
such that (x0 1 - 1 @.u)q = p@ 1 - 1 Op. We denote this element q by 
(p@ 1 - 1 @p)/(s@ 1 - 1 Ox). 
DEFINITION. Let A: P-t POP be defined by 
A(P)= 
POl-lop 
x@l-10x’ 
EXAMPLES. A(l)=(1~1-1~1)/(x~1-1~x)=O.Zfn>0, then 
A(Y) = 
x”@l-10x” 
x01-10x 
= .y’l ’ @ 1 + Y ~@x+,K”-3~xz+ .‘. +l@x”P’ 
n-l 
= 1 x’@x” ’ ;. 
i=o 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The map A is linear. 
ProoJ LetA(p)=sandletA(q)=t,i.e.,(.x@l-l@x)s=p@l-l@p 
and (x81-l@x)t=q@l-l@q; then (x@l-l@x)(S+t)=p@l+ 
401 - 10~ - 1Oq = (p+q) 0 1 + 10 (p+q). Thus, A(p+q) = 
s+t = Ap+Aq. If ~EK, then (x01-1Ox)Is = A(pOl-10~1) = 
AppO 1 - 1@2p, and so A(2p)=i(Ap). 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. The cornultiplication A is coassociative, i.e., (A 0 1) A = 
(l@A)A. 
Proof: A straightforward computation shows that 
(A@ l)A(x”)= 1 x’@x’@~~=(l@A)A(x”). 
r+j+k=n- 2 
i>O,]>O,k>O 
Since { xn ( n B 0) is a basis of P, the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The comultiplication A is cocommutative, i.e., ij 
T:P@P+P@Pisdefinedby T(aQb)=bQa, then TA=A. 
Proof: If n > 0, then TA(x”) = A(.?), and so TA and A agree on a basis 
of P. 
Although P with the comultiplication A is a cocommutative coalgebra, 
we will now show that it is not the coalgebra underlying a Hopf algebra. 
We will show that there is no counit for A, i.e., there is no linear map 
v:P+K such that (~@l)A=(l@~)A=l. We will also show that A is 
not a homomorphism of algebras, but rather that it is a derivation in the 
sense that A(pq)=(p@l)Aq+Ap(l@q). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The comultiplication A has no counit. 
Proof: If q:P-+K is a linear map, then (~01)~(1)=(~01)(000) 
=O, and so (~01) A(l)# 1. Thus, q is not a counit for A. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The comultiplication A is a derivation in the sense that 
Proof: 
JPol)(qo1)-(1oP)(loq) 
x01-10x 
=(Pol)(qol)-(Pol)(Ioq)+(Po1)(1oq)-(1op)(loq) 
x01-l@x 
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Since A is cocommutative, we can also write A(pq) = (10 p) Aq + 
Ap(qO 1). 
2.2. Higher Divided Differences 
Just as an algebra multiplication can be composed to yield a multiplica- 
tion of several factors, a coalgebra comultiplication can be composed to 
yield a comultiplication to several factors. In this section, we define the 
higher divided differences to be iterates of A, derive some technical proper- 
ties, and then show that the iterates of A coincide with the classical higher 
divided differences. 
DEFINITIONS. We inductively define linear maps A’: P -+ oi+, P for 
i > 0 by letting A0 = 1 (i.e., A0 is the identity map), A ’ = A, A* = (A @ 1) A, 
A3=(A@1@l)(A@l)A, and ifn>3, A”=(A@l@l@ . @l)A”-‘. 
I, ~ I 
Proposition 2.2 implies that we can also write A’ = (1 @ A)A, A3 = 
(l@A@l)(A@l)A=etc. 
We will show at the end of this section that the higher powers of A 
correspond to the classical higher divided differences. 
DEFINITION. We define the total degree of pi 0 p2 0 ... @ pn to be 
C:=, (degree of p,). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The kernel of A consists of the polynomials of degree 
zero. 
Proof: Ifp=anxn+a,-ixn-‘+ ... +a,, then Ap=a, (terms of total 
degree n - 1) + a, ~ I (terms of total degree n - 2) + . . . + a, (terms of total 
degree 0). Thus, if ai # 0 for some i > 0, we would have Ap # 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. If p is of degree k and n > k, then A”p = 0. 
Proof: Since A lowers total degree by 1, Akp is of total degree 0, and 
so A k+‘p=o. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let x, , x2, . . . . xk be an arbitrary set of elements of K. 
Zf n <k, then 
A”((x-x,)(.x-x,)...(x-x,)) 
= c (x-x,)...(x-xi,pl) 
1 < il < iz < < I, < k 
~(x--j,+1).“(x--~,,-1)~(x--j,+~)”’(x--k), 
where the empty product is defined to equal 1. 
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A less formal statement is that each term in the sum is obtained by 
choosing n factors from the set {(x-x,), (x-x,), . . . . (x-x,)) and then 
replacing each chosen factor by a tensor product symbol (where we insert 
a factor of 1 whenever a pair of adjacent factors or one of the end factors 
is deleted ). 
Proof We will prove this proposition by induction on n. To prove the 
case n = 1, we will do an induction on k. If n = 1 and k = 1, we have 
d(x-x,)=dx-dx,=l@l-O@O=l@l. We now assume that the 
proposition is true for the integer k, i.e., 
A((x-X,)(.K-x,)...(x-x,)) 
= 1 (x-xI)(~K-.?c*)...(x-.K;,~,) 
ICi,<k 
O(X-.X;,+I)(I-xX,,+2).‘.(X-.Xk). 
Using the fact that A is a derivation, we have 
=A((x-x,)(x-x,)...(x-s,))(x-x,,,) 
= ((~K-x,)(x-xJ .“(.v-xk)@ l)(l@ 1) 
+ ( c (~K-x1)~~~(x-.K;,~ l)O(x-~K,,+*)...(x-x~)) I <rl<k 
x(lo(x-.Kk+,)) 
= (x-x1)(~K-x2) ‘.. (x-,xk)@ 1 
+ ,<F<, (~K-xl)...(x-x;,.~ ,)O(.K-.Ki,+])...(x-xk+,) 
. . 
= c (.K-xl)(x-.K~).‘.(x-~xi,~]) 
I<il<k+l 
Thus, the proposition is true if n = 1. 
We now assume that the proposition is true for the integer n, and we will 
prove it for the integer n + 1. 
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=(A@10 ... Ol)A”((.u-.u,)(.u-.Y?)...(s-.s~)) 
II 
=(A@l@...@l) c (x -.K, )(.K - x2) . (x - x,, ,) 
IS,,<I>< ... <f,<k 
0 (x - xi, + ,)(Si, + 2) . . (x - Xk). 
The terms with i, = 1 will go to zero, since A( 1) = 000. Each term with 
i, > 1 will yield the sum 
I, ~ 1 
c (.K-x,)(~K-~xz)...(.K-.K,~ ,)o(.K-.K,+,)~~~(s--xi,~,) 
/=I 
@ (x - xi, + , ) . . . (s - 3-A). 
Since each subset of size n + 1 of the set ( 1, 2, . . . . k) can be constructed in 
a unique way by first choosing n elements of the set { 2, 3, . . . . k) and then 
choosing an element of the set { 1, 2, . . . . k) smaller than the elements 
already chosen, the proof is complete. 
For use later in this paper, we record the following fact (whose proof is 
immediate 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The number of terms in the sum of the preceding 
proposition is (z). 
Classically, the divided difference of the function f at the points x0, x, is 
defined as [f:.q,,.x,]=(f(x,)-f(x,,))/(.x,-.x0), and for n3 1, then+ 1st 
divided difference at the points x0, x,, . . . . x,+ , is defined as 
[f: xg, x, ) . ..) x, + , ] = 
[f: xg, x,, . . . . x,,] - [f: .Y,, .Y?, . ..) s,,,] 
-yo - -y,z + I 
(see, e.g., [lo]). We will now show that the higher powers of A coincide 
with the classical higher divided differences. 
THEOREM 2.10. If n 3 0, then 
A”+‘(p)= 
A”(P)O~-~OA”(P) 
‘.. @l@x’ 
n+l F1 + 1 
Proof: We will prove this theorem by induction on n. The induction is 
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begun by noting that when n = 0, the theorem is just a restatement of the 
definition of A. 
We now assume that the theorem is true for the integer n - 1; we will 
show that it is true for the integer n. The induction hypothesis tells us that 
A”(P)= 
AnP1(p)Q1-lQA”-‘(p) 
XQlQlQ . . . Ql-1QlQ . . . QlQx’ 
n ,I 
i.e., (xQlQl...Ql-1010 ... QIQx)Ap(p) = A”-‘(p) Q l-l Q 
A”-‘(p). If A”(p)=&,, pIQp2Q ... QP,,+~, then this implies that 
c (XQlQ . . . Ql- 10 .” Q1QX)(P,Q ..’ 0 Pn+I) 
(Pi 
=A”-‘(p)Ql-lQAnP1(p), 
i.e., 
1 XP1QPzQ .” QPn+rC P*Q ..’ QP,QV,+, 
(P) (P) 
=A”-‘(p)Ql-lOA”-l(p). 
We can now apply A Q 1 Q .‘. Q 1 to both sides of this equation, and 
obtain n 
1 A(xP,)QP,Q .--Qp,+I-~A(p,)Q ... Qp,Qxp,+, 
(PJ IP) 
= A”(p)0 1 -A(l)QA+‘(p). 
Using the facts that A is a derivation and A( 1) = 0, we obtain 
zl C(XQ~)A(P~)+A(X)(~QPJIQP~Q ... QP~+, 
-;,A(p,)Q . ..QP~QxP.,+~=A”(~)Q~. 
Since A(x)= 1 Q 1, this implies that 
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c c ~P,10P,,@P,@ .‘. BP,,+, 
(P) (PI) 
-c c PI, 0P,*@p*@ ... Os~Pp,+ I =eP)o I- 1 @A”(P) 
IPI (Pll 
(x01@ . . @l-l@ . . . 010.x) 
PI+1 IIf1 
xc c P1lOP,zOPzO’-.OPn+i=An(P)O1-lOA”(P) 
(P) (Pi) 
(X0_1-e@x)(A@x)(no .“@l) 
n+l IIt1 n 
xc PtO ... opt,+, =Ll”(p)@ 1- I Od”(p) 
(P) 
(x@l@ .‘.@l--10 ~“01@.~)[(d@10 .‘.@l)d”(p)] 
=d”(p)@l-lOA” 
(A@10 ... 
d”(p)0 l- 1OJYP) 
ow”(P)=x@lo ..- @l-l@ ... @l@x 
d”+‘(p)= 
d”(p)@ I- 1 @d”(p) 
s@l@ ..-@l-l@ . ..@l@x’ 
This completes the induction step, and so the proof is complete. 
3. THE DUAL ALGEBRA 
3.1. The Evaluation Algebra 
The comultiplication A on P gives the dual space P* the structure of a 
(non-unitary) commutative algebra. In this section, we show that the 
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subalgebra & of P* generated by the evaluation functionals consists of all 
linear combinations of derivative functionals, and we compute the structure 
of 8. In the next section, we will show that P* is the completion of 6 with 
respect to the topology in which the sequence (f,, fi,f,, . ..) approaches 
zero if thef, are products of an increasing number of factors. 
The dual of the comultiplication A is a linear map A*: (POP)* + P*. If 
we compose this with the natural inclusion P* @P* c (POP)*, we obtain 
a linear map (which, by an abuse of notation, we will also call A*) 
A*: P* @ P* + P*. 
THEOREM 3.1. The map A* gives P * the structure of a (non-unitary) 
commutative algebra. 
Proof The only things requiring proof are that the multiplication is 
associative and commutative. To show that the multiplication is 
associative, let .f; g, h E P* and let p E P; then 
((fg)h) P = CA*((A*(fO g))Oh)l P 
= ((A*(fO g))Oh)(Ap) 
= (f-63 gOh)((A 0 l)(Ap)). 
= U-8 gOh)((lO A)(Ap)) (using Proposition 2.2) 
= (f@(A*(gOh))NAp) 
= CA*(fO kf*(gOh)))l P 
= (f(gh)) P. 
Thus, the multiplication is associative. 
To show that the multiplication is commutative, let f, ge P* and let 
PEP; then 
(fg) P = U-8 g) AP 
=(f@g) TAP (using Proposition 2.3) 
= (sOS) AP 
=(s.f) PV 
and the proof is complete. 
DEFINITIONS. If a E K, we let E, denote the element of P* that evaluates 
the polynomial p on a, i.e., c,(p) = p(a). Since sO is just the augmentation 
of the algebra P, we will use E to denote .Q. We will call {Ed 1 a E K} the 
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evaluation functionals, and the subalgebra of P* generated by the evalua- 
tion functionals the evaluation algebra 6. 
Notation. If xi, x2, x3, . . . are elements of K, we will often let sl, sZ, s3, . . . 
denote E,, , E.~>, E,,, .,. . 
DEFINITION. We will call a functional of the form E,D~ for aE K and 
k > 0 a derivative functionul. 
We will now show that the evaluation algebra contains all derivative 
functionals. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If a E K and k > 0, then 
1 
Ek=-~,Dk-~‘. 
‘I (k-l)! 
Proof: We will show that the two functionals of the proposition agree 
on the basis {x”) of P. If n > k - 1, then Proposition 2.8 implies that 
&;(X”)=(E,@ ... @&,)(dkp’Xn) 
k 
= (&, @ . BE,) c Xi’ @ . @.X+ 
= 1 aila’: . a’k 
(where the sum is over all sequences of non-negative integers (i,, i,, . . . . ik) 
such that i, +iz+ ... + i, = n - (k - 1)). Proposition 2.9 implies that this 
equals 
n~(k~l)- 1 
-~~,Dk~~(.x”). 
(k-l)! 
If n = k - 1, then Proposition 2.8 implies that 
E;(.x”)=(E,@ . ..@&.)(I@ . . . 01) 
k k 
=l 
1 
=---&,Dkm~l(xn). 
(k-l)! 
Finally, if n<k- 1, then Proposition 2.7 implies that Ed = 
(E,@ . i. BE,) Akp ‘(x”) = 0, and so the proof is complete. 
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If a # b, then s,sJxn) = c;:d a’b”+pi = (a” - b”)/(a - b) = (~,/(a - b) + 
Et,/(b - a))(~“). Thus, if a # 6, E,E~ = ~~/(a - b) + Et,/(b - a). Using this 
relation and a straightforward induction argument, one can show that the 
product E;‘E;’ . . E? (where the .‘ci are distinct elements of K) can be written 
as a linear combination of the functionals sj’ for 1 < id k and 1 <j < nj. 
Thus, we have proved the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The evaluation algebra & consists of all linear 
combinations of derivative functionuls. 
We will now show that E,E~ = ~~/(a - b) + Eb/(b - a) for a # b is the only 
relation that holds in 8, i.e., that 6 is the free non-unitary algebra in the 
{Ed} divided by the ideal generated by {&,Eb-&,/(u-b)-&t,/(b-u)\u#b}. 
(The free non-unitary algebra in the (E,} is naturally isomorphic to the 
augmentation ideal of the polynomial algebra in the {Ed}. This is just the 
algebra of polynomials in the (so> with constant term equal to zero.) We 
will show in the next section that the algebra P* is the completion of E with 
respect to the topology in which the sequence (f,, f2, f3, . ..) approaches 
zero if the fi are products of an increasing number of factors. 
THEOREM 3.4. The evaluation algebra & is isomorphic to the free non- 
unitary algebra in the E, (i.e., the algebra of polynomials in the E, with zero 
constant term) divided by the ideal generated by {E,E~- &,/(a - b) - 
qJ(b - a) I u # b}. 
The proof of Theorem 3.4 will use the following lemma, which we will 
prove in Section 4.2. 
LEMMA 3.5. The {EL} are a linearly independent subset of P*. 
Assuming this lemma, we are now able to prove Theorem 3.4. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let A be the free non-unitary algebra over K 
generated by the symbols {e, 1 a E K} and let I be the ideal of A generated 
by {ebet,-eo/(u-b)-e,/(b-u)Ia#b}. Define a homomorphismf: A+P* 
by letting f (e,) = E,. The image off is 1. The ideal I is clearly contained 
in the kernel of f, and so it remains only to show that the kernel is 
contained in I. 
Let v E kernel(f ). If v has any terms that involve a product eaeb with 
a # b, then, by adding an element of I to v, we can replace the eoeb by 
e,/(u - b) + e,/(b - a). After a finite number of these operations, we will 
have replaced v with another element of kernel(f) which is a linear com- 
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bination of terms of the form eE;. Since the {EL) are a linearly independent 
set in P*, this implies that by adding an element of I to D, we have reduced 
u to zero. Thus, u E I, and the proof is complete. 
3.2. Formal Power Series 
In this section, we show that P* is isomorphic to the algebra of formal 
power series with zero constant term. This will imply that P* is the 
completion of d with respect to the topology in which the sequence 
(fr, fi, f3, . ..) approaches zero if the f, are products of an increasing 
number of factors. 
If f E P* and n is a positive integer, then Proposition 2.7 implies that 
f n+'=(f@ ... @f)d" vanishes on polynomials of degree less than n. 
Thus, if {a,, a,, a,, . . . ). is a sequence in K, the formal infinite sum 
a, f + a, f2 + a2 f 3 + . . = I;?= 1 ai-, f ‘, when applied to a polynomial p, 
gives a finite sum. Thus, x7=, a, ~ 1 fi is a well-defined element of P*. 
LEMMA 3.6. IffE P*, then f=C,"=, ,f(.xim~')c'. 
ProoJ Since c”+ ‘(xk) = (l/n!) ED”(x?) = c?,,~, the formal power series 
f( 1)s +f(x) s2 + f(x') .a3 + ... agrees with f on each x”. Since { 1, x, x2, . ..} 
is a basis of P, this implies thatf= f( 1)s + f(x) s2 + f(x’) s3 + ... on all of 
P. 
We will now show that this representation of elements of P* as formal 
power series is actually an isomorphism of algebras. 
THEOREM 3.7. If FPS, denotes the algebra of formal power series in the 
variable t with zero constant term (i.e., FPS, = {a,t + a, t’ + a2 t3 + . . 
1 a, E K) ), then P* z FPS, as algebras. 
Proof: Define $: P* + FPS, by 
f(l)t+f(x)t2+f(x2)t3+ . . . . The 
because 
rcl(fg)= f ((fg)x’ 
i= I 
‘-L 
t+b(f)=C15TI f(x'+')t', i.e., $(f)= 
function tj is a homomorphism 
-‘I t’ 
= 1 ((f 0 g) Ax’-]) t’ 
i=2 
=,E2 ('z' f(x') g(.Yi-2-j)) t' 
/=O 
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= ,g, f(.x-1) ti)( f g(x”) ti) ( i= I 
= ICl(f) Iclk). 
The homomorphim I,+ is injective because if $(f) = 0, then f(xi) = 0 for all 
i b 0, and so f = 0. Finally, II/ is surjective because if a, t + a, t* + a2 t3 + . . 
is an arbitrary element of FPS,, then we can define f~ P* by f(Y) = a,, 
and we will have $(f)=u,t+a,t2+u2t3+ . . . . 
COROLLARY 3.8. If f E P*, then f vanishes on all polynomials of degree 
less than n - 1 if and only iff can be written us a product of n factors. 
Proof If f=fif2...f,, then f(p)=(fi@fi@ ... @f,)d”-‘p. If the 
degree of p is less than n - 1, then Proposition 2.7 implies that d”- ‘p = 0. 
Conversely, if f vanishes on all polynomials of degree less than n - 1, 
then f(xk)=O for OdkQn-2, and so f=f(x”~‘)&“+f(X”)E”+l+ . . . . 
Thus,f=s”~‘(f(x”~‘)s+f(x”)s2+ . ..). 
We can now show that P* is the completion of d with respect to the 
topology in which the sequence (f,, f2, f3, . ..) approaches zero if the f, are 
the products of an increasing number of factors. We define a filtration 
~=F,II;,I~‘~I . . . of d by letting F,,={fEblf can be written as a 
product of n elements of 81. We topologize 8 by taking the F,, as basic 
neighborhoods of zero (see, e.g., [2, Chap. lo]). If we let Z equal the ideal 
of & generated by E, then I= d and Ffi = I”. Theorem 3.7 now implies the 
following. 
THEOREM 3.9. The algebra P* is the completion of the evaluation 
algebra 8. 
3.3. Expanding Products of the E, 
In this section, we show how to expand a product of evaluation 
functionals as a linear combination of derivative functionals. 
As we remarked earlier, the relation E,E~ = ~~/(a - b) + Eb/(b - a) for a # b 
implies that the product E~‘E? ... E; (where the xi are distinct elements of 
K) can be written as a linear combination of the functionals E{ for 1 6 id k 
and 1 <jdn;. Since E);=(E,LI~‘)/(~- l)!, it will be important to know 
exactly how to do this. Since stating the theorem in full generality would 
involve a confusion of indices, we will state and prove a particular case that 
makes the general statement clear. 
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THEOREM 3.10. Zfx,, x2, and x3 are distinct elements of K, then 
2 
El El 
3 7 
&I E2 E3 “; 
.K: 4x; 6x: x; x’: 4.x; 
x; 3s; 3x, x: x; 3.x; 
xf 3K L- 1 1 ; x; x: 2x, 
x, 1 0 x2 x3 1 
:; 5:; ,(yy3 .;; 
1 0 
3 2 
&lEZE3= , 
x; 4-x; 6.;;’ x; 
x: 5x; . 
x; 4.x; 
x; 3x; 3x, x; x: 3x: 
x: 2x, 1 xf x; 2x, 
x, 1 0 -y2 x3 1 
10 0110 
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In general, the e.xpression for E;‘&;’ . . ~4, where n = Ck= 1 n;, is a quotient of 
two n by n determinants. Each column of the denominator is obtained by 
evaluating a functional on xi for 0 < i < n - 1. The functionals that are used 
are El, E:, . . . . ~7’ followed by ~2, E;, . . . . ~22 and so on up to ~2. The determi- 
nant in the numerator is obtained from the one in the denominator by 
replacing the top entry in each column by the functional whose values 
determined that column. 
Proof We would like to find a,,, a,,, a13, a,, a31, and a3? in P such 
that 
3 2 7 3 
E, E2E3 = allEl + a,,&; + a13E; + a2E2 + a31 E3 + a32ES. 
Since Proposition 2.7 and Proposition 2.8 imply that 
(&:EZ&:)(XH) 0, if 0 <n < 4, = 
1, if n=5, 
we have the system of equations 
i 
x; 5x; 10x; x; x: 5xf:l 
x;’ 4x; 6xf x; x; 4x; 
x; 3.x: 3x, x; x: 3x: 
x; 2x, 1 x: x: 2x3 
Xl 1 0 .Y? x3 1 
10 0110 
‘all 
i=I 
1’ 
aI2 0 
aI3 0 
a2 0 
a31 0 
,032 O, 
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If we now use Cramer’s rule to solve for the coefficients, we obtain, e.g., 
1 5x’: 10x; x; Xi 5x; 
0 4x; 6x; x; x; 4.x: 
0 3x; 3x, x; x; 3.x; 
0 2x, 1 x: xi 2x, 
0 1 0 1 X-2 Xj 
00 0110 
alI = 
x; 5.x; 10x; x; X: 5.x; 
x’: 4x; 6x; x/: x; 4x; 
x; 3x: 3x, x; x; 3x; 
x; 2x, 1 x; xi 2x, 
x1 1 0 x2 x3 1 
10 0110 
If we expand the upper determinant of 
2 
El El 
3 
El 
2 
E2 83 E3 
x; 4x; 6-x: x; xf: 4x: 
x; 3x; 3X, x; x; 3x; 
xf 2x, 1 X; x: 2x, 
XI 1 0 x2 x3 1 
10 0 110 
x f 5.X’: 10x; X; Xi 5-x; 
x’: 4x; 6x; x; x; 4.x; 
x; 3x; 3x, x: xi 3x: 
x: 2x, 1 x; x; 2.X, 
Xl 1 0 x2 x3 1 
10 0 110 
along the top row, the result follows. 
In the case in which each E, is raised to the first power, this theorem 
takes a particularly simple form. 
COROLLARY 3.11. If x, , x2, . . . . x, are distinct elements of K, then 
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Proof Theorem 3.10 gives us 
If we reverse the order of the rows in both the numerator and 
denominator, the value of the quotient of the determinants will be 
unchanged. Thus, 
1 1 . . 1 
x I x2 ... x,, 
. . : 
.q= q” . . y-2 
El &2 ... E, 
E,E2...E,= 
1 1 . . 1 
-y I x2 ... x, 
x; xf ... xf 
. . : 
x; ’ -y; 1 . y--’ 
The determinant in the denominator is now a Vandermonde determinant, 
whose value is 
n (Xi - Xi). 
I>/ 
If we expand the numerator along the last row, we get the sum of 
C-1) k + “ek times a Vandermonde determinant whose value is 
n (Xi - Xj). 
i > j 
r.j#k 
94 
Thus, 
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El82 
” (F1)k+n(FI~>~,~,jZk (ni--y,J))Ek 
. ..E”E 1 
k=l ni>j (xr--xj) 
=i 
(-l)k+nEk 
k=l (FIfI,l (Xk-Xi))(n:=k+ I (xi--xk)) 
= i ( -l)k+n+nPkEk 
kc, n;,k (-xk-xi) 
=kg, nifk (g:-,-x,j 
Thus, 
4. BASES AND PSEUDOBASES 
4.1. Polynomial Sequences and Functional Sequences 
In this section, we define a filtration of P* dual to the filtration of P 
defined by degree. Given a sequence of polynomials with one polynomial 
of each degree, its “dual basis” is a pseudobasis of P*, and it consists of a 
sequence of functionals of increasing filtration. We show here that every 
such sequence of functionals arises in this way. 
DEFINITION. A polsynomial sequence is a sequence ( pn} of elements of P 
such that pn is of degree n. 
We will make frequent use of the fact that a polynomial sequence forms 
a basis of P. 
We now define a filtration of P* dual to the filtration of P defined by 
degree. (This will be the same filtration that we used to define the topology 
on 8.) We define a sequence P* = F, 2 F2 1 F3 3 ... of subalgebras of P* 
by letting F,, = {YE P* (fcan be written as a product of n elements of P*}. 
An element of F,, is said to be of j’2tration n. Corollary 3.8 implies that a 
functional is of filtration n if and only if it vanishes on all polynomials of 
degree less than n - 1. 
DEFINITION. A functional sequence is a sequence { f,,f2, f3, . . . ) of 
elements of P* such that f, is of filtration n, but not of filtration n + 1. 
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Every polynomial sequence (pk} has a functional sequence associated 
with it, in the following way: If n 30, definef,, I by letting,f,+ ,(pk) = 6,,,. 
Since (pO, p,, . . . . P,~+, > is a basis for the space of polynomials of degree 
less than n, f,, 1 vanishes on that space, and so Corollary 3.8 implies that 
f ,I+ I is of filtration n + 1. Since f,, + , ( p,) # 0, ,f, + , is not of filtration 12 + 2, 
and so the sequence {JI, fi, f3, . . . > is a functional sequence. We will now 
show that this in fact defines a one-to-one correspondence between the set 
of polynomial sequences and the set of functional sequences. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The above construction defines a one-to-one corre- 
spondence betwteen the set of pol~~nomial sequences and the set of functional 
sequences. 
Proof: Let if,, fi, f3, . . . 1 be a functional sequence; we must show that 
there is a unique polynomial sequence (pk} such that f,,, ,( pk) = S,,, k. 
Since each f,, is of filtration II but not of filtration n + 1, we can write 
f,,=fn.n~I&“+f,,.&“+’ +frt.,,+IE”+Z + .. where each f,,,,- , # 0. In order 
to find pk, we can write pk = a, + a, .Y + a2.yz + . + akxk and then solve 
the system of equations 
The coefficient matrix is an upper triangular matrix with non-zero terms 
along the diagonal. Thus, the determinant of the matrix is non-zero, and so 
there is a unique solution to the system. Thus, for each k, there is a unique 
polynomial pk of degree k satisfying f,, + ,( pk) = 6,Z,k, and the proof is 
complete. 
DEFINITION. We will call the polynomial sequence constructed in the 
above proof the polynomial sequence associated with the functional 
sequence {f,, f2, f3, . ..}. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Every functional sequence forms a pseudobasis of P*. 
ProoJ Let {fl,f2,f3, . ..} b e a functional sequence; we must show that 
every element of P* has a unique expression in the form a, f, + a, f2 + 
a3 f3 + ... . Proposition 4.1 implies that there is a polynomial sequence 
(P”} such that f,+ ,(Pk)=dn,k. If gEP*, then I,%, g(Pi)fi+, agrees 
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with g on the basis { pn} of P, and so g = X7= i g( pip ,)fi. If we also have 
g = Cp”= i aifi, then (applying both sides to p,) we have g( pn- i) = ai, and 
so the proof is complete. 
4.2. The Generalized Newton Interpolation Formula 
In this section, we show that every functional sequence determines an 
interpolation formula both for functionals and for operators. 
THEOREM (Generalized Newton Interpolation Formula) 4.3. Let { pk) 
be a polynomial sequence, and let { fk } be its associated functional sequence. 
If F is either an element of P* or an operator on P, then 
F= f F(p,)fi+l. 
i=O 
Proof It is sufficient to show that the two sides of the equation 
agree on the basis { pk, 1 of P. Sincefi+i(pk)=O for i#k, if we apply the 
right-hand side to the polynomial pli, the only non-zero term is 
F(p,) fk+ ,( pk) = F(p,), and so the proof is complete. 
Let {xi, x2, x3, . ..} b e an arbitrary sequence in K. The Newton polyno- 
mials are the polynomials in the sequence pn = nr= 1 (x-xi). If we use as 
our polynomial sequence the Newton polynomials, we obtain the classical 
Newton Interpolation Formula. 
LEMMA 4.4. The functional sequence {E, , E, Ed, E, Ed Ed, . . . } is the func- 
tional sequence associated with the polynomial sequence consisting of 
the Newton pofynomials (1, (x - xi), (x - .x1)(x - x2), (x - x1)(x - x2) 
(x - x3), . ..}. 
Proof. We must show that slsZ “.E,+ 1((x-x1)(x-x2) ... (x-xk))= 
6 n,k. Since 
EIEZ...&,+,((X-X1)(X-X2)...(X-Xk)) 
=(&,@E2@ ... @E,+1)d”((X-X,)(X-X2)...(X-Xk)), 
if n > k, then the result follows from Proposition 2.7. If n = k, then Proposi- 
tion 2.8 implies that d”((x--x,)(x-x,)...(x-x,))= 10 ... 0 1, and so 
EI&z...%+I ((x -x1)(x - x2). . . (x - xk)) = 1. If n < k, then Proposition 2.8 
implies that d”((x- x1)(x- x2) ... (x-xk)) is a sum of terms, each of 
which has at least one (x-xi) in the ith factor. Since E,(x-xi) =O, this 
completes the proof. 
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COROLLARY (Newton Interpolation Formula) 4.5. If {x1, .x2, xj, . . . } is 
an arbitrary sequence in K, then 
m 
Id=&,+ c (X-.X,)(.Y-XX2)...(X--.~i)&,&2...E,+1 
i= 1 
as operators on P. 
Proof: This follows from applying Theorem 4.3 to the identity operator, 
using Lemma 4.4. 
The following corollary shows how we can use Theorem 4.3 to find a 
polynomial fulfilling particular requirements. 
COROLLARY 4.6. If {f,, fi, f3, . ..} is a functional sequence, n is a 
positive integer, and w, , wlZ, w3, . . . . w, are elements of K, then there exists a 
unique polvnomial p of degree less than or equal to n - 1 for which fj( p) = w, 
for l<i<n. 
Proof. Let (pk} be the polynomial sequence associated with the func- 
tional sequence {f,, fi, f3, . . . }, and let p = C:=, wi pi-, . Since each pli is of 
degree k, p is of degree less than or equal to n - 1, and since fk + 1( pi) = Sk,!, 
we have f,(p)=w; for 1 <i<n. 
Let q be any polynomial of degree less than or equal to n - 1 for which 
fi(q) = uai for 1 < i 6 n; we must show that q = p. If we apply Theorem 4.3 
(using the functional sequence (f, , f2, f3, . . . } and the polynomial sequence 
(p,}) to the identity operator, we obtain the interpolation formula 
Id = C,E l pi-- ii.. If we apply this to q, then we obtain 
4= c P,+Iff(q)= 1 Pi-,f;(q)= c wip;LI=p, 
i=l r=l i= 1 
and the proof is complete. 
As an example of the use of Corollary 4.6, suppose that we wish to find 
a polynomial having predetermined values for some of its derivatives at 
some finite set of points. (This is a special case of the Birkhoff- Hermite 
problem; see [9].) To do this, we will apply Corollary 4.6 to the functional 
SeqUfXCe {E,, E,E2, EIE2EJ, . ..}. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Given a finite set of points {ai}~=, and, for each a,, a 
finite set of values (viO, oil, vi2, . . . . v,,}, there exists a unique polynomial p 
of degree less than or equal to d = [C k;] + n - 1 such that D-‘pl, = vii for 
l<i<n andO<j<k,. 
Proof: Let xi, x2, . . . . -Ye, + , = a,, xk,+2, . . . . -~~,+~~+~=a,, . . . . +=a,, 
and choose x, arbitrarily for i > d. In order to apply Corollary 4.6 to 
the functional sequence (E,,E,E~, E,E~E~, ...I. we must show that there 
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is a unique choice of values of Ed Ed . E~( p) that will produce the 
desired values of Djpl u, = ~,Djp. If we use Theorem 3.10 to write each 
E1-Q” .E, as a linear combination of the E: = (s;/(k-- I)!) D”-- ‘, we see 
that for l<j<d, if .u,=a,, then E,E~... .sj is a linear combination of the 
fUnCtiOnalS E,,, Ef,, . . . . Et; + ‘, Eu2, Ei2, . . . . Ez+ ‘, . . . . Ez;I;+ ‘, E,, E;,, . . . . 
EL,-‘k’+k2+ “‘+kJ+l+ipl). It is now easy to show (using an induction onj) 
that there is a unique set of values for these functionals that will produce 
the desired values of Djpl,, and so the proof is complete. 
As an example of the preceding, if we wish only to specify the values of 
the polynomial but not of any of its derivatives, we obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Zf x1, x2, . . . . x, are distinct points in K and vO, v,, . . . . v,, 
are arbitrary elements of K, then the polynomial 
x (x - x,)(x - x2) + . . . 
+ (~;,-~~2,(.~,-“:-,,...(x,-x,)+ ..’ [ 
1 (X-xXI)(x-x2)...(X-xn,,~,) 
is the unique polynomial of degree less than or equal to n - 1 satisfying 
p(x,) = vi for 1 < i < n. 
Proof: This follows easily from Corollary 4.7 and Corollary 3.11. 
We are now able to prove Lemma 3.5, which completes the proof of 
Theorem 3.4. 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. If we had a non-trivial linear relation between the 
{EL}, then we could write an element of P* of the form &,Di as a linear 
combination of other elements of P* of this form. This is impossible, since 
Corollary 4.7 implies that, given any finite set of functionals of this form, 
we can find two polynomials on which all but one of the specified 
functionals agree. 
We proved in Proposition 4.1 that every functional sequence has an 
associated polynomial sequence. If xi, x2, x3, . are arbitrary elements of 
K, we can let {P,,, pl, p2, . . . } be the polynomial sequence associated with 
the functional sequence (E i, E:, E:, . . . }. If we now apply Corollary 4.6, we 
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obtain an interpolation formula that will produce the unique polynomial of 
degree less than or equal to n having any required values of p(s, ), p’(.ul), 
p”(x3), . . . . pcn)(xlz + ,). W e ave thus proved the following. h 
THEOREM 4.9. If xv, x,. . . . . x,, ure arhitrar>~ points in K and vO, u,, . . . . v,, 
are arbitrary elements of K, then there exists u unique polyrzomiul p of degree 
less tlzan or eqztal to n such that D’p( u, = r, &or 0 d i < n. 
For example, if the points (.Y~] are evenly spaced in K, so that there are 
elements a, b of K such that X, = a+ ih, then we will show that the 
associated polynomial sequence ( p,, j is the sequence of Abel polynomials, 
specified by p0 = 1 and p,, = (s - a)(x - (a + rzh))“~ ’ for II 3 1. 
LEMMA 4.10. !f u, h E K, then the polynomial sequence { p,, 1 defined by 
p0 = 1 and P,~ = (.u - a)(.~ - (u + nb))“- ‘for n > 1 is the pol>nomiul sequence 
associated wit/z the functional seqzierzce { E,. E: + ,,, E: + Ib, E: + 3h, ). 
Proqf: We must show that E~~:~(~,,)=(E,+~~@ ... @~~+~~)d~p,,= 
M,__c_ 
k+l 
6 ,I,k. If k > n, then Proposition 2.7 implies that E: t k,( p,,) = 0. If k = n, then 
Proposition 2.8 implies that sk + ’ u kh( p,,) = 1. For k < n, we will use Proposi- 
tion 2.8 and divide the sum into two parts, one consisting of the terms in 
which I- a is among the chosen factors, and the other consisting of the 
terms in which it is not. 
F:::,,h,)= (E,+kb@ “.& ,,+l;b)A’((.x-a)(.~-(a+nh))” ‘) 
k+ I 
((u+kb)-(u+nh))” ’ 
+ ((a+kh)-a)((a+kb)-(a+&))“- km’ 
(n - 1 )! 
=(k-I)!(n-k)!b ” kO-n)npk 
(n - 1 )! 
+k!(il-k- l)! 
f,“-kk(kvn)” k-’ 
(n - I)! n k-l 
=(k-l)!(n-k-l)!b~-k(-*‘(k-n’ - 
(n - 1 )! 
‘(k-l)!(n-k-l)!h”~k(k-n’ 
n k-l 
= 0. 
This completes the proof. 
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COROLLARY 4.11. Zf uO, u1 , . . . . v, are arbitrary elements of K, then the 
polynomial 
+2(x-a)(x-(a+46))‘+ ... +3(x-a)(x-(a+nb))‘-’ 
is the unique polynomial of degree less than or equal to n satisfying 
DkPl,+kb = vk for 0 <k < n. 
Proof. Lemma 4.10 implies that Dkpl,+kt, = (k!) E~~~J~) = (k!)(v,/k!) 
= vk for O<k<n. 
5. AUTOMORPHISMS 
5.1. Automorphisms of the Algebra P* 
In this section, we define a topology on P* and investigate the group of 
continuous algebra automorphisms of P*. We will show in the next section 
that the group of continuous algebra automorphisms of P* is anti- 
isomorphic to the group of coalgebra automorphisms of P. 
In Section 4.1, we defined a filtration of P* by letting F, = {f E P* (f 
can be written as a product of n elements of P*}. If I is the ideal 
of P* generated by E, then I = P* and I” = F,. Thus, if we topologize the 
algebra P* by taking as basic neighborhoods of zero the sequence {F,}, 
then the sequence of partial sums of the formal power series 
a, f + a, f2 + a1 f 3 + . . converges to the element of P* represented by that 
formal power series (see, e.g., [2, Chap. lo]). Thus, a continuous 
homomorphism 8: P* --t P* is uniquely determined by j?(s), and we can 
define a continuous homomorphism /I: P* + P* by letting P(E) be any 
element of P* that we choose. Since every element of P* is uniquely 
expressible in the form age + al&’ + a2E3 + ... , the continuous homo- 
morphism 8: P* + P* is an automorphism if and only if the powers of B(E) 
form a pseudobasis to P*, i.e., if and only if every element of P* is uniquely 
expressible in the form aOP(E) + al(P(&))’ f a#3(e))3 + ... . 
DEFINITION. An element f of P* is called a basic element of P* (or a 
basic functional) if {f, f *, f 3, . ..} is a pseudobasis of P*, i.e., if every 
element of P* has a unique expression in the form a,, f + a, f * + a, f 3 + . .. , 
The discussion at the beginning of this section proves the following. 
THEOREM 5.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence from the set of 
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continuous algebra automorphisms of P* to the set qf basic elements of P* 
defined by taking the image of E. 
We will now show that f E P* is a basic element if and only if f ( 1) # 0, 
i.e., if and only if f is not the product of two elements of P*. 
LEMMA 5.2. If f E P* is such that f (1) # 0, then there exists a unique 
polynomial sequence { pO, pl, pr, . . . > such that f”’ ‘( pn) = c?,,,~. 
ProoJ: If n>O, f”(x”+‘)=(f@j‘@ ... of)d”~‘(.u”~‘)=(fOfO 
. 0 f )( 1 @ 10 . . @ 1) # 0, and so Corollary 3.8 implies that f” is not of 
filtration II + 1. Thus, {A f ‘, f ‘, . ..} is a functional sequence, and the result 
follows from Proposition 4.1. 
THEOREM 5.3. The jitnctional f E P* is a basic element of P* if and onl!, 
iff(l)#O. 
Prooj: If f( 1) = 0, then f”( 1) = 0 for all postive integers n. Thus, no 
linear combination of powers off can equal E, and so f is not a basic 
element of P*. 
Suppose now that f( 1) # 0, and let { pk} be the polynomial sequence of 
Lemma 5.2. If g E P*, then g( pO) f + g( pl) f2 + g( pz) f 3 + . . . agrees with 
g on each element of { pk}. Since { pk} is a basis of P, this implies that 
g=g(p,)f+g(pl)f2+g(p2)f3+ .... If (ao,a,,a,,...), is such that 
g=a,f +alf2+azf3+ ..., then, since ,~“+‘(P~.)=S,,~, we must have 
a, = g( pl,) for all k, and the proof is complete. 
DEFINITION. We will call the polynomial sequence of Lemma 5.2 the 
polynomial sequence associated with the basic functional J 
COROLLARY 5.4. rff is a basic element of P* and g is any element of P*, 
then there exists a unique continuous homomorphism 8: P* --* P* such that 
P(f) = g. 
Proof: Since every element of P* can be written in a unique way as a 
power series inft the result is clear. 
5.2. Automorphisms of P and of P* 
If c(: P + P is a homomorphism of the coalgebra P, then a*, the dual of 
tl, is a continuous homomorphism LX*: P* --f P*. If a is an automorphism, 
then (a-‘)*= (cr*))‘, and so a* is a continuous automorphism of the 
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algebra P*. In this section, we show that this in fact defines an anti- 
isomorphism from the group of coalgebra automorphisms of P to the 
group of continuous algebra automorphisms of P*. 
THEOREM 5.5. The operation of taking the dual defines an anti- 
isomorphism from the group of coalgebra automorphisms of P to the group 
of continuous algebra automorphisms of P*. 
Proof. If ~1: P + P is a coalgebra automorphism, then LX*, the dual of CY, 
is a continuous homomorphism P* -+ P*. Since ~1 is an automorphism, 
a -’ exists, and so (a-‘)*= (a*))‘. Thus, IY* is a continuous algebra 
automorphism. Since (tl, Q)* = CI c1 T 7, this defines an anti-homomorphism 
from the group of coalgebra automorphisms of P to the group of con- 
tinuous algebra automorphisms of P*. We will show that this is a bijection 
by constructing an inverse function. 
If fi: P*-+P* is a continuous algebra automorphism, then /3* is a 
linear automorphism of P ** We will now show that under the natural 
embedding of P as a subspace of P **, the dual of the algebra multi- 
plication of P* induces the comultiplication of P and fl* induces an 
automorphism of the coalgebra P. 
We define i: P-+P ** by letting (i(p))(f)=f(p) for fEP*. This is an 
embedding because if i(p) = 0, then (i(p))(f) = 0 for all f E P*. In 
particular, (i(p))(Y) = E”(P) = 0 for all n, and so p = 0. We will let P 
denote the image of P in P**, and if p E P, we will let 6 denote i(p). 
Assertion: P= {h~P**lFor some integer n; h(a,&+a,E2+ . ..)= 
h(a,&+a,&‘+ ... +a,,.?+ ’ ) ,. This is because if p E P is of dimension II, 
then b(a,&+a,&‘+ . ..)=P(a.~+a,.?+ ... +a,C+‘), since E~+~(~)=O. 
Conversely, if h E P** is such that h(a,&+a,E’+ ...) = h(a,&+a,E’+ 
... + a,& ‘I+ ‘), then we can define p E P by letting p = h(E)’ + ‘) XI’ + 
h(C)?-l+ . . . +h(&); then &a,&+a,&‘+ ...)= (a0E+alE2+ . ..)(p) = 
(aO& + a,E2 + . ..)(h(E”+‘)xn + h(En)x”-’ + ... + h(E)) = a,h(&) + 
a,h(E’) + ... + a,h(&“+’ ) = h(a,E + alE2 + ... + a,,.?‘+‘) = h(a,& + 
a, ~~ + . .). Thus, 0 = h, and the assertion is proved. 
We will now show that b*: P** -+ P** carries B into itself. Let f = P(E), 
and let PEP be of dimension n; then (~*(@))(a0E+a,&2+ ...) = 
fi(~(ao~+a,~2+ . ..)) = p(aof+a,f’+ ...) = (a,f+a,f’+ . ..)(p) = 
(a,f +a,f’+ ... +a,f”+‘)(p) = (/?(a,&+a,E2+ ... +a,E”+‘))(p) = 
$(fl(aO& + ale2 + ..f + an&“+’ )) = (/l*(@))(aO& + a,2 + ... + aHE”+‘). 
Thus, JEEP. Since (BP’)* =(/I*))‘, the restriction of fl* to P is a 
linear automorphism of P. 
We will now show that the dual of the multiplication in P*, when 
restricted to P, induces a comultiplication in P that corresponds (under 
the linear isomorphism i: P E P) to the comultiplication A. Since the multi- 
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plication in P* equals A*: P* 0 P* + P *, the dual of the multiplication in 
P* is A**: P** + (P*@ P*)*. If.f, gE P*, then 
A**@)(fO g) = &A*(f@ g)) 
= (A*(fQ g))(.u”) 
= (fQ gNA(.f’)) 
n 
Thus, A**(.;;;)=C:‘;d3ox~~‘~-‘, which is an element of the subspace 
PQ p of the subspace P** @ P* * of (P* 0 P*)*. It we now let d^ be the 
restriction of A** to P, then we have a comultiplication d^: P + P@ P, and 
we have proved that d^(i(x”)) = (i@ i) A(x”). Since {x”} is a basis of P, this 
implies that Ji= (i@ i)d on all of P, and so the linear isomorphism 
i: P + P is an isomorphism of coalgebras. 
We have proved that P z p as coalgebras, and that a continuous algebra 
automorphism /I of P* induces a coalgebra automorphism fi* of PZ P. It 
is straightforward to check that if c(: P -+ P is a coalgebra automorphism, 
then a** = CI and if B: P* --) P* is a continuous algebra automorphism, 
then /I** = 8, and so the proof is complete. 
5.3. Automorphisms of the Coalgehra P 
The coalgebra P could have been defined as the vector space with basis 
{ 1, x, x2, . ..} and with comultiplication defined by A(x”) = C:;d xi @ ,F1 --I. 
In this section, we define a Newtonian seqzdence to be a polynomial 
sequence that could have been used to define P in this way, and we show 
that every automorphism of the coalgebra P is obtained by sending the 
sequence { 1, x, 2, . . . ] to the corresponding elements of some Newtonian 
sequence. We will obtain a classification of Newtonian sequences in 
Section 7.1. 
DEFINITION. An autonzorphism of the coalgebra P is a linear 
isomorphism CI: P -+ P such that Act = (a 0 c() A. 
Let ~1: P + P be an automorphism of the coalgebra P. If we let 
pn = a(P), then the sequence { p,} satisfies Ap, = CC:: pi0 p,- , _ I. 
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DEFINITION. A Newtonian sequence is a polynomial sequence { p,} such 
that d(p,)=C:‘:d pIOpn-l~i. 
EXAMPLE. If a E K, then Proposition 2.8 implies that the sequence 
{(x - a)“} cl0 is a Newtonian sequence. 
THEOREM 5.6. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of 
coalgebra automorphisms of P and the set of Newtonian sequences. If 
a: P + P is a coalgebra automorphism, then the corresponding Newtonian 
sequence is given by p,, = a(.~“). 
Proof. If a: P + P is a coalgebra automorphism, then da(Y) = 
(a @ a) d(x”), i.e., dp, = Cr:d pi@ p+, ~ ,. Since a is an automorphism, 
pO # 0, and since d( 1) = 0, we must have pO E kernel(d). Proposition 2.6 
now implies that pO must be a non-zero constant. Since dp, = pO @ p,,, the 
polynomial pI must be of degree 1. It is now a straightforward induction 
argument to show that pn is of degree n. Thus, {p,} is a Newtonian 
sequence. 
To complete the proof, we will show that each Newtonian sequence 
arises in this way from a unique coalgebra automorphism. Let { pn} be a 
Newtonian sequence. Since {x”} and { pn} are bases of P, the map 
a: P + P defined by a(x’) = pn is a linear automorphism. Since 
Aa = dp, 
n-l 
= c P,OPn-1-i 
i=O 
n-l 
=(a@a) C xi@xnp’-’ 
,=O 
= (aOa)d(x”), 
the map a is an automorphism of the coalgebra P, and the proof is 
complete. 
THEOREM 5.7. Zf f is a basic functional, then the associated polynomial 
sequence (p,} is a Newtonian sequence. This defines a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the set of basic functionals and the set of Newtonian 
sequences. 
Proof. If f is a basic functional, let +4r denote the continuous 
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automorphism of P* defined by df(s) =,f: Since ~&:‘d~= the identity of P*, 
we have 
(&“+‘~.K”)=(f&‘f$,Ek+‘~x”) 
= ((.b,Ekf’ I (4.j’)*.o 
= (f”” 1 ((b;‘)*x”). 
If we let p,=(#,:‘)*(x”), then we havefkf’(Pn)=&k+‘(.~n)=~k,,2, and so 
{PII) is the polynomial sequence associated with f: Since (d;‘)* is an 
automorphism of the coalgebra P and pn = (4;‘)*(Y), Theorem 5.6 
implies that ( pn > is a Newtonian sequence. 
If { p,). is a Newtonian sequence, we can define an automorphism CI of 
the coalgebra P by letting a(.~“)= p,,. We then have the continuous 
automorphism (a-‘)* of P*, and if we let f = (K’)*(E), then f is a basic 
functional and d,.= (a~‘)*. Thus, CI = ($;I)*, and so (p,} is the polyno- 
mial sequence associated with f: 
Theorem 5.7 allows us to characterize Newtonian sequences in terms of 
their associated functional sequences. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let {p,} be a polvnomial sequence with associated 
functional sequence {f,, fi, f3, . ..I. The polynomial sequence {p,,} is a 
Newtonian sequence if and only iff,, = f 7 for all n 3 1. 
DEFINITION. If f is a basic functional, we will call its associated polyno- 
mial sequence the Newtonian sequence associated with f: 
The proof of Theorem 5.7 also proves the following. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. If f is a basic functional with associated Newtonian 
sequence { p,>, and if~,4~: P* 
i.e., (4; l)*(Y) = p,,. 
+ P* is defined by c,~~(E) =,L then @(p,) = x”, 
We are now able to show that there is really nothing special about the 
basic functional E and its associated Newtonian sequence {x”]; the algebra 
structure of P* can just as easily be described using any other basic 
functional. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. If f is a basic functional with associated Newtonian 
sequence { p,>, then f determines a continuous isomorphism of algebras 
$~:P*~FPS,giuenbyIl/f(g)=g(pO)t+g(pl)t2+g(p,)t3+ .... 
Proof: The proof of Theorem 3.7 works here as well, where we replace 
the Newtonian sequence (x”} with the Newtonian sequence {p,}. 
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If f is basic functional with associated Newtonian sequence { p,}, then 
the sequence of powers of f (f, f 2, f 3, . ..> is the functional sequence 
associated with the polynomial sequence {p,}. Theorem 4.3 now implies 
the following. 
THEOREM (Expansion Theorem for Newtonian Sequences) 5.11. Let f he 
a basic functional with associated Newtonian sequence { p,}. If L is either an 
element of P* or a linear operator on P, then 
L= f L(p,)f”+‘. 
II = 0 
As an example of the preceding, if a E K and we use the polynomial 
sequence p,, = (x-a)” (which Lemma 4.4 shows to be the Newtonian 
sequence associated with the basic functional E,), we obtain Taylor’s 
Theorem. 
COROLLARY (Taylor’s Theorem) 5.12. If PEP, then p = CFCo (l/k!) 
(x - a)k.5,Dkp. 
Proof. Applying Theorem 5.11 to the identity operator yields 
Id=Cp=, (x-a)k&2+1 = CFF”=, (l/k!)(x - a)k&,Dk. The result follows by 
applying this to p. 
6. ADJOINT OPERATORS 
6.1. Strictly Descending Operators 
In this section, we use our comultiplication A to define operators on P 
that are the products of elements of P* and operators on P. We use this 
product to define the adjoints of operators on P* that are defined as multi- 
plication by a fixed functional. 
Notation. We will use Op(P) to denote the algebra of linear operators 
on P. 
DEFINITION. Let L E Op(P) and let f E P*. The product Lf is defined to 
be the operator (LO f )A, and the product fL is defined to be the operator 
(f 0L)A. 
Remark 6.1. Strictly speaking, (L @ f) A is a function from P to P 0 K, 
but we are implicitly passing through the natural isomorphism between 
P@ K and P. We shall often use this natural isomorphism without 
explicitly mentioning that we are doing so. 
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Since we proved in Proposition 2.3 that d is cocommutative, we have 
&f = fL. Since we proved in Proposition 2.2 that A is coassociative, if 
f,,f, . . ..f., E P*, then Lfl fi....f,, = f,.Lf2...f,, = f, fzLf3...fn = ... = 
f, f2 ... f,,L, where the products of n + 1 factors can be associated 
arbitrarily. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Let E, denote the identity operator on P. If II > 0, then 
In general, 
n-l 
i 
yl h- 
(Ek&,)x”= c &y?)X”-‘-‘= o, ’ 
if n>k; 
I=0 if II <k. 
More generally, if f is any basic functional and { p,,) is its associated 
Newtonian sequence, then 
if n>k; 
I=0 
if n <k. 
For any f E P*, multiplication with f defines a linear operator on P*. We 
will now show that the adjoint operator on P is fc,. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. If f, g E P* and p E P, then 
a P> = (SlfEJP)). 
Proof: 
(fglp)=(fOg)A~ 
=(1Os)(fOE,)AP 
= (10 ktHf&,( PII 
= (iFifE,(P 
Notation. If f E P*, we will use f * to denote fc,. 
DEFINITION. An operator on P of the form f * for some f E P* will be 
called a strictly descending operator. A strictly descending operator f * for 
f a basic functional will be called a basic operator. 
Example 6.2 shows that a basic operator f * is a sort of “generalized 
differentiation” relative to the Newtonian sequence associated with .f, in the 
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same way that E* is a differentiation relative to the Newtonian sequence 
(x”). In fact, if 4, is the automorphism of P* that takes E to f, then 
Proposition 5.9 implies that f* = (~,:‘)*E*cJ~?. 
The following are easy consequences of the definitions. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. IffE P* is given by f=aoe+alc2+ a,E3+ ,.., then 
f*(Xn)=a,x”~‘+a,x”~2+u*Xn--+ ‘.. +a,-,. 
COROLLARY 6.5. The strictI-v descending operator f * is a basic operator 
if and only if there is some n > 0 such that f *(x”) is of degree exactly n - 1. 
COROLLARY 6.6. The strictly descending operator f * is a basic operator 
if and onl-y iff *(x) #O. 
6.2. The Lagrange Interpolation Formula 
As an application, we prove the Lagrange interpolation formula. 
THEOREM (Lagrange Interpolation Formula) 6.7. Zf xl, x2, . . . . x, are 
distinct elements of K then, as operators on P. 
where R,= (x-x1)(x-x2) . . . (x-x,) E:E:E: . ..E.*. 
Proof. Since 
n-1 
(&,&,)Xn= c &z-l-LX~, 
i=O 
we have E,E,= E,/(x- a) + ~,/(a - x). Using this relation along with 
E,E~ = E,/(a - b) + Eb/(b - a) for a # b, it is straightforward induction to 
show that there are elements a,, a,, u2, . . . . a,, of the quotient field of P such 
that 
a,e,+a,e,+ ... +a,E,=E,E,z2...E, 
as linear functions from P to the quotient field of P. We can now repeat 
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the arguments in the proofs of Theorem 3.10 and Corollary 3.11 to show 
that 
E 
+ . . . +(.~,,-.~)(n,:,,(.~,,-~~;))=E,E’E2’.’E,,. 
It we now multiply both sides of this equation by nl=, (X - .ui) and solve 
for E, = Id, we obtain the equation that we require. 
6.3. The Algebra of Descending Operators 
In this section, we define a descending operator to be an operator on P 
that is the adjoint of an operator on P* defined by multiplication by an 
element of K[ [E]], the algebra of formal power series in the variable E. The 
descending operators form a subalgebra of Op(P) which contains the 
strictly descending operators as a subalgebra. We will also show that the 
algebra of strictly desncending operators is isomorphic (as a topological 
algebra) to P*, and that the algebra of descending operators is exactly the 
algebra of comodule maps P + P (where we consider P as a comodule over 
itself). 
Let K[ [E]] be the algebra of formal power series in the variable E. 
Theorem 3.7 allows us to look upon the algebra P* as the augmentation 
ideal of K[ [E]], i.e., as the formal power series with zero constant term. 
Thus, if ME K[ [s]] andfg P*, the product MOE P*. This defines a linear 
operator (which we will also call M) on P*. We will now compute the 
adjoint of the operator M. 
DEFINITION. If MEK[[E]] is given by M=u,+u,E+u~E~+ ..., let 
M* be the operator on P defined by 
M*(.~“)=u,.u”+u,.u”~‘+u,.~“~ ‘+ ... +a,. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. Zff E P*, p E P, and ME K[ [E]], then 
(Mfl P> = (fl M*P). 
ProoJ It is sufficient to verify this in the case p =x”. If 
M=u,+u,E+u~E’+ ... and we let g=u,E+u2E2+u3&3+ ..., then the 
operator M on P is given by Mf = u,f +fg. Thus, 
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(Mflx”) = (%f+fsIx”> 
= <%fl-f> + (fs 1-x”) 
= (fl a,x”) + (fl g*x”) 
= (flu()x”)+ (f~a,x”~‘+u,x”~2+u,s”~3+ ... +a,) 
= (f~u,x”+u,x”~‘+u,x”~2+ ... +a,) 
= (fl M*x”). 
The next proposition shows that the above construction actually embeds 
K[[E]] as a subalgebra of Op(P). 
PROPOSITION 6.9. Zf M, NE K[ [E]], then M*N* = (MN)*. 
Proof: Since {x”} is a basis of P and (E, E’, Ed, . . . } is a pseudobasis of 
P*, it is sufficient to show that (sk (M*N*(x”)) = (Ed 1 (MN)*(.x”)) for all 
k> 1 and n>O. Since 
(Ekl (hfN)*(X”)) = (EkbfNI.Y”) 
= (EkMI N*(x”)) 
= (&kIM*N*(x”)), 
the proof is complete. 
DEFINITION. A descending operator is a linear operator on P of the form 
M* for some MEK[[E]]. 
The algebra Op(P) of linear operators on P has a natural topology, 
which we shall now describe. We define a filtration Op(P) = F0 3 P, 3 
F2 I . . . of Op(P) by letting F,, = {L E Op(P) I the kernel of L contains 
all polynomials of degree less than n}. The topology on Op(P) is the 
one obtained by taking the Fn as basic neighborhoods of zero (see, e.g., 
[2, Chap. lo]). 
The following is now easy to verify. 
PROPOSITION 6.10. If we topologize K[ [E]] by taking us husk 
neighborhoods of zero the powers of the ideal generated by E, then the above 
construction defines an isomorphism of topological algebras between K[ [E]] 
and the algebra of descending operators. 
We will now show that the invertible descending operators are exactly 
those that are not strictly descending operators. 
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PROPOSITION 6.11. If M* is u descending operutor, then the following are 
equivalent: 
(1 ) M* is invertible. 
(2) M*(P) is of degree n for some 12 3 0. 
(3) M*(s”) is sf degree n,ftir ever?) n 30. 
(4) M*(l)#O. 
(5) !f M=a,,+a,E+azE’+ ..., then a,,#O. 
(6) M* is not a strictly’ descending operator. 
Proqf: (5) implies (1). Since a, ~0, M is invertible in K[ [E]]. 
Proposition 6.9 now implies that (M ’ )* = (M*) ‘. 
(1) implies (5). If M= a,+a,~ + USE’+ ... and a, =O, then the 
kernel of M* contains the constant polynomials, and so M* cannot be 
invertible. 
The definition of M* easily implies that (5) is equivalent to each of (2), 
(3), (4), and (6), and so the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 6.12. If M* is a descending operator, then M* is invertible 
in Op( P) if and only if it is invertible in the ulgebra qf descending operators. 
We can now characterize the elements of Op(P) that are descending 
operators. 
THEOREM 6.13. If L E Op(P), then the following are equivalent: 
(1) L is u descending operator. 
(2) LE* = E*L. 
(3) Lf * = f *L for some basic functionalf: 
(4) AL= (LO 1)d. 
(5) dL=(l@L)d. 
Proof: (1) implies (2). Let L = M* for M= a, + a, E + aZE2 + . . ; then 
LE*(S”) = L(X)’ I) 
= a,x n-1+u,.n-2+ ‘.’ +anp, 
=E*(U&‘+LZ,.K”- ’ + ‘.. +a,-,s+a,) 
= E*L(.K”). 
(2) implies (1). For every k 2 0 let uk = (~1 L(x”)), and let 
M=a,+a,E+a,E’+ ...; we will show that L=M*. 
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Since {x”} is a basis of P and {E, s2, Ed, . ..} is a pseudobasis of P*, it is 
suflicient to show that (sk 1 L(Y)) = (.sk 1 M*(Y)) for all n > 0 and k >, 1. 
If k>n+ 1, then 
(EklL(X”)) = (El (&*)k-‘L(x”)) 
= (&IL(&*)k-‘(x”)) 
= (&IO) 
=o 
= (EklM*(X”)). 
If k < n + 1, then 
(&kIL(x”))= (&I(&*)k-‘L(X”)) 
= (E I L(&*)k-- ‘(x”)) 
= (&IL(X”-k+l)) 
=a n-k+1 
= (&kla,pk+,exk-l) 
= (&k~aOx~+a,x”~‘+a2.~“~2+ ... +u,x”) 
= (&kl M*(x”)). 
(2) implies (3). This is obvious. 
(3) implies (2). Since f is a basic functional, we can write E in the 
form E = a, f + a, f2 + a, f2 + . . The result now follows easily. 
(1) implies (4). Let L=M* for M=uo+u,~+u2s2+ .... If we let 
f=u,&+u2E2+u3&3+ ..., then L(p)=uop+f*(p)=uop+(fO1)~(p). 
Thus, 
~L(P)=4uoP+(fO)dP) 
=(u,O1)~p+4fOl)~p 
=(uoOl)dp+(l+d)(fOl)~p (using Remark 6.1) 
=(u,01)d,+(fO101)(10d)dp 
=(u,Ol)dp+(fO10l)(dOl)dp (using Proposition 2.2) 
=(uoOl)dp+(((fO1)d)01)dp 
=(u,O1)~P+(f*Ol)~P 
=(L@l)dp. 
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(4) implies (2). 
&*L=(l@E)dL 
=(l@&)(Lol)d 
= (L@&)A 
= (LO l)(l @&)A 
= LE*. 
(4) implies (5). If T:P@P-+P@P is defined by T(a@h)=b@a, 
then 
(l@L)A=T(L+l)TA 
= T(L@ 1)A (using Proposition 2.3) 
= TAL 
=AL (using Proposition 2.3 again). 
(5) implies (4). This is similar to (4) implies (5). 
Composing our identification of P* with the augmentation ideal of 
K[ [E]] with the embedding of K[ [E]] in Op(P), we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 6.14. The algebra of strictly descending operators is 
isomorphic as a topological algebra to P*. 
We have defined the algebra of descending operators in terms of the 
basic functional E. We will now show that this was not essential, and that 
any basic functional f would produce the same operators. 
Notation. If A4 E K[ [E]] and f is a basic functional, we will use M,+ to 
denote the operator (dF))iM*df* on P (where d,- is the continuous 
automorphism of P* that takes E to f ). 
PROPOSITION 6.15. Zff is u basic functional and M=a,+a,~+a,~~ + .. ., 
then Mf*=aO+a,f*+a2(f*)2+ .... 
Proof. Let {p,} be the Newtonian sequence associated with f: 
Since { pn} is a basis of P, it is sufficient to show that 
Mf*(p,)=a,p,+a,f*(p,,)+a,(f*)‘(p,)+ ... for all n30. Since 
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M/YPn) = kw’M*4r(P,) 
= ((b/F-‘M*(Y) (using Proposition 5.9) 
=(Qf*)~‘(a,.u”+a,x”~‘+ “. +a,) 
=QoP,+alPn-If ..’ +%Po 
=~oP,,+~lf*(Pn)+a2(f*)2(P,)+ ... (using Example 6.2), 
the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 6.16. If f is a basic functional with associated Newtonian 
sequence {p,}, then 
M/+(p,)=aop,+a,p,-, +a,p,-,+ ... +a,p,. 
Proof This follows from Proposition 6.15 and Example 6.2. 
COROLLARY 6.17. If M E K[ [E] ] and f is a basic functional, then Mf is 
a descending operator. 
Proof Since qSf is a coalgebra map, we have 
AM,+ = A(@-‘M*@ 
= ((&T’O(~,T’) AM*@ 
=((~/*)~‘O(~f)~‘)(M*Ol)A~f* (using Theorem 6.13 ) 
=((~/*)~‘o(~i)~l)(M*Ol)(~f*O~p)A 
=(((#I”, -‘M*@N3l)A 
=(Mf*@l)A, 
and the result follows from Theorem 6.13. 
COROLLARY 6.18. If f is a basic functional, then the ,function that takes 
the descending operator M* to the descending operator MT is an 
automorphism of the algebra of descending operators. 
COROLLARY 6.19. If M* is a descending operator and f is a basic 
functional, then Mf is invertible if and on1.v if M* is invertible. 
Proof This follows from Corollary 6.12. 
Corollary 6.18 implies that every descending operator can be expanded 
in terms of an arbitrary basic operator f *. The next theorem shows how to 
do this. 
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THEOREM (Expansion Theorem for Descending Operators) 6.20. Let J 
be a basic functional with associated Newtonian sequeme ( p,, 1. If L is a 
descending operator, then 
x 
L= 1 <fILP/o(f*)~. 
k=O 
Proof: Corollary 6.18 implies that the descending operator 
written in the form 
L=ao+a,,f*+a,(f*)‘+ .... 
Since 
we have 
(f~Lpk)=aO(f~pk)+al( 
= ak, 
and the proof is complete. 
L can be 
Remark. We have defined the algebra of descending operators to be the 
algebra of adjoints of a certain subalgebra of Op(P*). We have also shown 
that the appropriate subalgebra of Op(P*) can be defined by using any 
basic functional to identify P* with the augmentation ideal of K[ [t]]. In 
fact, this subalgebra of Op(P*) is just the direct sum of the operators that 
multiply by a fixed scalar and the operators that multiply by a fixed func- 
tional, and there was really no need to choose a basic functional (except 
that it allows one to write down convenient formulas for these operators). 
We will now show that the algebra of descending operators can be defined 
without making reference to P* at all. 
We will now define the notion of a comodule over a coalgebra, which is 
dual to the notion of a module over an algebra. (Once again, our definition 
differs from that of the standard references [I 1, 171 in that we do not 
require a coalgebra to have a counit.) 
DEFINITION. If C is a coalgebra with comultiplication AC, then a (lef) 
comodule over C is a vector space M together with a linear map 
A,:M-+C@Msuch that (A,@l)A,=(l@A,,)A,. 
Just as any algebra is a module over itself with multiplication map equal 
to the multiplication of the algebra, any coalgebra is a comodule over itself 
with comultiplication equal to the comultiplication of the coalgebra. 
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EXAMPLE. If C is a coalgebra, then C is a comodule over itself with 
A,,= A,. 
Just as a map of modules over an algebra is defined to be a linear map 
that commutes with the multiplication map of the module, a map of 
comodules over a coalgebra is linear map that commutes with the comulti- 
plication map of the comodule. 
DEFINITION. If M and N are comodules over the coalgebra C, then a 
comodule map f: M + N is defined to be a linear map f: A4 + N such that 
A,f = (1 of) A,. 
EXAMPLE. If the coalgebra C is considered as a comodule over itself, 
then a comodule map f: C + C is just a linear map f: C + C such that 
A.f=(l@f)A,.. 
Theorem 6.13 now implies the following. 
THEOREM 6.21. The algebra of descending operators is exactly the 
algebra of comodule maps P + P. 
7. NEWTONIAN SEQUENCES 
7.1. Classtfying Newtonian Sequences 
Given a Newtonian sequence {p,}, the constant terms (&(pO), &(pl), 
E( pz), . ..) form a sequence in K with E( pO) =pO # 0. In this section, we show 
that this sequence entirely determines the Newtonian sequence, and that any 
sequence in K with first term non-zero arises as the sequence of constant 
terms of a Newtonian sequence. We also show how to construct the 
Newtonian sequence having a given sequence as its sequence of constant 
terms. 
THEOREM 7.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of 
Newtonian sequences and the set of sequences {(a,, a,, a2, . ..) 1 ai E K, a, # 0} 
defined by taking the constant terms in the Newtonian sequence. 
Proof Let (a,, a,, a?, . . . ) be a sequence in K such that a0 #O; we will 
show that there is a unique Newtonian sequence having the ai as its con- 
stant terms. We will do this by proving inductively that for each n > 0 there 
is a unique set of polynomials { p,,, pl, p2, . . . . p,,} such that both E( pk) = ak 
and Apk=Cr;d pj@pk&&j for O<kbn. 
The induction is begun by letting p0 = a,. We now assume that there is 
a unique set of polynomials p0 through pn satisfying the conditions of the 
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last paragraph; we must show that there is a unique way to define P,~+, 
such that ~P,,+,)=Q,+, and ~P,~+~)=Z’=~ P,@P,, ,. 
If q=b,+I.x”+l+b,.d’+ ... +b,, then d(q)=b,+, (terms of total 
degree n) + b, (terms of total degree n - 1) + . . + b,( 1 @ 1). Thus, q will 
satisfy d(q) = C;‘=, p, 0 p,, , if and only if, in the expression 
x7=,, pi@ pn ;, each of the terms xn @ 1, .F ’ Ox, . . . . 1 OX” has the coef- 
licient b, + , , each of the terms s” ’ 0 1, . . . . 1 0 .Y”~ ’ has the coeflicient b,, 
etc. This shows two things. The first is that there is at most one 
II + 1st degree polynomial q for which both d(q) =CyZO pi@pn ; and 
E(q) = u, + , . The second is that to show that there does exist such a poly- 
nomial, it is sufficient to show that there is SOVZ~ Newtonian sequence (qk} 
for which q, = pk for li <n. To complete the proof, we will show that there 
is such a Newtonian sequence. 
We will obtain the Newtonian sequence that we need by constructing a 
basic functionalf and then taking its associated Newtonian sequence. Since 
{PO* PI, .‘.> P,,J ’ is a basis of the space of polynomials of degree less than or 
equal to n, we can complete it to a basis of all of P by adding the polyno- 
mials {.V+‘, .F+? , . ..I. We can now define the functional f by letting 
f’( pO) = 1, f(pk) =0 for 1 <kkd, and letting f(.x!) =0 for k>n. Since 
p0 # 0, f( 1) = (l/p,) f( p,,) = l/p0 # 0, and so f is a basic functional. Let 
{qk) be the Newtonian sequence associated withf: To complete the proof, 
we need only show that qk = pli for k d II. To do this, we need to show that 
f"' ‘(p,) = d,n.k for m d n. We will do this with an induction on k. 
To begin the induction, we note that f was defined so that f( pO) = 1 
and f( p,) = 0 for 1 < m 6 n. The induction step follows by noting that if 
m <k Corollary 3.8 implies that f k+ ' (p,,)=O, if m= k then we have 
fk+'(pk)=(fofk)d(p~)=Cfi=: f(pi)fk(pk- I--i) the only non-zero 
term of which is f (p,) f “( pk ~ , ) = 1, and if 1~ > k then fk + ‘(p,) = 
CyZPO’ f (p,) f ‘(p,,- , i), all of whose terms are zero. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
We will now show how to inductively construct the Newtonian sequence 
having a given sequence as its sequence of constant terms. We will need the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 7.2. IfpE P, then 
Proof: It is straightforward to verify this for the basis {x~} of P. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. If(a,,al,a2,...) is a sequence in K with a, # 0, then 
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we can inductively construct the Newtonian sequence with (a,, a,, a2, . ..) as 
its sequence of constant terms 6-v letting 
n-l 
Proof: Theorem 7.1 implies that there exists a Newtonian sequence 
(pn} for which E(p,)=a, for all n>O, Since s*=(.s@l)d, Lemma7.2 
implies that 
=a,+x 1 aipnpl-,, 
i=o 
and the proof is complete. 
7.2. The Generating Function of a Newtonian Sequence 
In this section, we characterize the generating function of a Newtonian 
sequence. 
DEFINITIONS. The generating function of the polynomial sequence { p,) 
is the formal power series 
5 pk&k+l=pO&+p,&2fp2&3+ . . . . 
k=O 
This is an element of the augmentation ideal of P[ [.s]], the algebra of 
formal power series in the variable E with coefficients in the algebra 
P= K[x]. We will call this augmentation ideal the space of generating 
functions. 
Thus, the space of generating functions is the vector space of all formal 
power series CFZ”=, pk(x) .zk+ ‘, where the pk(X) can be of any degree. The 
series c,“=o pk(X) & k + ’ is the generating function of a polynomial sequence 
if and if each pk(X) is of degree k, and the following is easy to verify. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. If f~ P* and { pk(x)} is a sequence in P, then 
I,“=, PktX)fk+] is a well-defined element of the space of generating 
functions. 
A generating function defines a linear operator on P, where the term 
PE n+ ’ denotes the operator that sends x” to p and sends xk for k #n to 
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zero. Thus, the generating function of the polynomial sequence { p,,} yields 
the operator that sends .Y’ to p,,, and it is easy to verify the following. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. Two generating functions are equal if and onl~~ if theJ 
define the same operator on P. 
We can now characterize the generating function of a Newtonian 
sequence. 
THEOREM 7.6. The sequence ( p,(x) > is a Newtonian sequence if and only 
if there is a basic functional f such that 
k=O 
ProoJ: If {p,(x) > is a Newtonian sequence, let g be its associated basic 
functional. If f is the inverse of g under functional composition, then 
Proposition 5.9 implies that C,“I=, pk(x) Ed+ ’ = 4;. If (q,(x)} is the 
Newtonian sequence associated with f, then f/( 1 - .xf ) = f + xf2 + x’f3 + . . . 
is the operator that takes qn(x) to xn, and so Proposition 5.9 implies 
that jj/( 1 - xf) = d?. Thus, Proposition 7.5 implies that C,‘I, pk(x) Ed+ ’ = 
flc1 -xf). 
Conversely, assume that f is a basic functional such that 
c:=o P!%(X) 23 k+l=f/(l -xf). If {qJx)> is the Newtonian sequence 
associated with f, then f/( 1 - xf) is the operator that takes q,,(x) to xn, and 
so Proposition 5.9 implies that f/( 1 - xf) = 47, which is a coalgebra 
automorphism of P. Since Cp=o pk(x) Ed+’ takes .xn to p,(x), Theorem 5.6 
implies that {p,(x)} is a Newtonian sequence, and the proof is complete. 
The proof of Theorem 7.6 also shows the following. 
COROLLARY 7.7. If {p,Jx)) 1s a Newtonian sequence with associated 
basic functional f, then 
k=O 
(where f is the inverse off under functional composition). 
7.3, The Newtonian Sequence Associated with a Basic Funtional 
In this section, we give several constructions of the Newtonian sequence 
associated with a basic functional f: 
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THEOREM 7.8. Let f be a basic functional. If we factor f in K[[E]] as 
f = EM, then its associated Newtonian sequence { p,> is given b-v 
Pn= l - D(x(M-‘“+ I’)* x”). n+l 
The proof of Theorem 7.8 will use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7.9. If f E P* and p E P, then 
(flD(XP)) = (&Dfl P> 
(where Df means differentiation with respect to E). 
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case f = sk and p = x’. In this case, 
n+ 1, if k=n+l = 
0, if k#n+l 
while 
(.zDf Ip)= (k&kl.u”) 
k if k=n+l = 
0, if k#n+l. 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 7.8. We must show that f”’ ‘(p,) = 6,,,. If k > n, 
then Corollary 3.8 implies that fkf ‘(p,) = 0. If k =n, then, if 
M=a,+a,E+a,.?+ ..., we have 
(fk+‘lp.)=(~ltlMkil l&D(x(a;“P1x”+lowerdegreeterms))) 
n+l = (E kt”+l I a;“- lx” + lower degree terms ) 
= (E”+’ 1 (M”+‘)*(a;“-‘x” +lower degree terms ) 
= <E n + ’ I x” + lower degree terms ) 
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If k<n, then 
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=--& ((k+ 1).?+2MkM’+(k+ l)Ek+‘Mk+‘I(M~(n+‘))*x”> 
k+l =- (Ek+2MkMl~(M~(n+1))*~~:rr) 
n+l 
k+l 
+- 
n+l <E 
k+l&+ll(M -b~+l))*~~n) 
k+l 
(Ek+2Mk--rr-’ 
k+l =- 
n+I 
M’ 1 -v > + n + 1 - (Ek+lMk-yy) 
zks (FMk-“lMl,.~n~k~l)+h~ (&Mk-“Ixn-k) 
(&Mk-nlX”-k). 
If Mk~“=6,+6,~+62~2+ ..., then the first term equals 
while the second term equals 
Thus, the sum is zero, and the proof is complete. 
The next theorem gives an inductive construction of the Newtonian 
sequence associated with a basic functional. 
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THEOREM 7.10. Let f be a basic functional, with associated Newtonian 
sequence ( p,>. Zf we factor fin K[ [E]] as f = EM, then for all n 3 0, 
Pn+ I = W-‘)*(-~P,). 
Proof We showed in Example 6.2 that if n > 0, then f *( pn+ ,) = p,,. 
Suppose we knew that xf *( pn + , ) = f *(xp, + r ); in this case, we would have 
(Mp’)*bPn) = (M-‘)*(xf *Pn+ I) 
=(M-‘)*f*(.~P,+,) 
= (lb-‘)* M*&*(xp,+ ,) 
=&*(~~P,+,) 
= Pn+l. 
It remains only to show that xf *(pn+ ,) = f *(xp,,+ ,). Let 
f=a,&+a,&2+a2&3+ ~~~andletp,+,=b,+,x”+‘+b,x”+ . . . +b,;then 
f*(xP,+,)-xf*(P,+,)=a,b,+a,b,+a,b,+ ... +a,+,b,+, 
=(flPn+1) 
= 0, 
since n + 1 > 0. This completes the proof. 
If f is a basic functional, then Theorem 5.1 gives us a continuous 
automorphism #f of P* such that c$~(E) = f: 
Notation. If f is a basic functional, we let f denote the basic functional 
such that c$~= 4; ‘. This is equivalent to saying that f is the unique element 
of P* such that d#) = E. 
The functional f is the inverse of the basic functional f in the group of 
continuous automorphisms of P* (where we are using Theorem 5.1 to 
identify the basic functional f with the continuous automorphism of P* 
that takes E to f). It we use Theorem 3.7 to think of elements of P* as 
formal power series in E with zero constant term, then the group operation 
isfunctionalcomposition:iff=a,~+a,~2+a2~3+ .‘.andg=b0s+b,s2+ 
b2E3 + . . . , then fg = a, g + a, g2 + a, g3 + . . , and the identity element of 
this group is Id=&. The next theorem shows how you can construct the 
Newtonian sequence associated with the basic functional f from knowledge 
of f. 
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THEOREM 7.11. If f is a basic functional, then its associated Newtonian 
sequence ( pn} is given bJ 
pn=(fn+lI.~“).~:“+(f”j.~“)S” ‘+(.~n~‘l.~“).~‘i~2+ .‘. +(.fl.u”). 
Proof: Let p,, = xi=, c,,,x”; we must show that c,,~ = (f” + ’ 1 Y’). We 
proved in Proposition 5.9 that pI1 = d;(Y) (where dr is the continuous 
automorphism of P* that takes E tof). Thus, 
= <E k+‘ld;bnD 
= ((fJ~(Fkf’)IP) 
= (fk”IXn). 
We proved in Theorem 7.1 that a Newtonian sequence { pn} is entirely 
determined by its sequence of constant terms (I, I, &(pz), . ..). and 
that this can be chosen arbitrarily as long as E( po) # 0. We also proved (in 
Theorem 5.7) that a Newtonian sequence is classified by its associated basic 
functional f= a08 + a, a2 + a2E3 + ... , and that this can be chosen 
arbitrarily as long as a, # 0. Theorem 7.11 allows us to relate these two 
classifications of Newtonian sequences. 
COROLLARY 7.12. Zf f is a basic functional with associated Newtonian 
sequence {p,,}, then the constant term of p,, equals the coefficient of C’+’ in 
J the inverse to f under functional composition. 
We will show in the next section that these ideas provide an easy proof 
of the Lagrange inversion formula. 
7.4. The Lagrange Inversion Formula 
In this section, we use the ideas of the last section to obtain an easy 
proof of the Lagrange inversion formula. 
THEOREM (The Lagrange Inversion Formula) 7.13. Let f(t) E K[ [t]] 
have constant term equal to zero and non-zero first degree term (so that f(t), 
the inverse to f(t) under functional composition, exists). Zf g(t) E K[ [t]], 
then the coefficient of t” in g(f(t)) equals l/n times the coefficient of t”- ’ 
in (f(t)lt)-“g’(t). 
Proof Factor f in K[ [a]] as f = EM. We will show that 
(d.f(~))IX”-’ ,=(; M-“g’(E) I Y- l i 
. 
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We have 
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<fd”mw-I)= (dff(gw)Ix”-l) 
= <g(41~f*.~“-1) 
= <g(E)IP,-1) (using Proposition 5.9) 
(using Theorem 7.8) 
(using Lemma 7.9) 
and the proof is complete. 
For an explanation of how Theorem 7.13 implies the other standard 
forms of the Lagrange Inversion Formula, see [S, Sect. 3.81. 
If we take g(t) = t in Theorem 7.13, we obtain a formula for f(t), the 
inverse to f(t) under composition. 
COROLLARY 7.14. Let f(t) E K[ [t]] have constant term zero and non- 
zero first degree term. If f(t) = a, t + a2 t2 + a3 t3 + . . . is the inverse of f(t) 
under composition, then 
a, = k (the coefficient oft”- ’ in (f (t)/t) -“). 
7.5. Examples 
In this section, we give a number of examples of Newtonian sequences. 
EXAMPLE 7.15. If a, b E K and a # 0, then 
P”= -&b-h)” a 
is the Newtonian sequence associated with the basic functional 
f=a&+abs2+ab2E3+ .... 
Proof. We will use Theorem 7.10. If we factor f as f = EM, then 
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M=u+u~E+u~‘E~+ ... =a/(1 -hi). Thus, MP’=(l-b&)/a, and so 
P ,,+ 1 = (AF’)*(xp,,) = (x - h) p,/u. Since pO = (l/f( 1)) = l/a, the proof is 
complete. 
EXAMPLE 7.16. The pol~worniul sequence 
p,,= i (-I)“-” 
k=O 
is the Newtonian sequence associated with the basic functional 
f =~+2&‘+3&~+ ‘... 
Proof: We will use Theorem 7.8. If we factor f as f = EM, then 
M=l$2~+3&~+~~~=1/(1-~)~.Thu~,M~‘=(1-~)~,andso 
Thus, 
P” = 
.Y i (-1y 
k=O 
=&D i (-l)k 
k=O 
= i (-1)-k 
k=O 
EXAMPLE 7.17. If a E K, then 
p,= i (-I)“-“’ “-k(n+ 
l)“-kP1(k+ l)Xk 
k=O (n-k)! 
is the Newtonian sequence associated with the basic functional 
f= c +a&‘+ (d/2!) &3 + (u3/3!) c4 + . . . . 
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Proof: We will use Theorem 7.8. If we factor f as f = EM, then 
M=~+uE+(cz~/~!)E~+(u~/~!)E~+ . . . =eaa. Thus, Mp’=ep”“, and so 
M-f”+ 11 = (eue)-(n+l) 
=e -a(n+lk 
= 1 -u(n+ l)E+ 
a’(n + 1)2 E2 _ u3(n + 1 )3 
2, 3! 
&-3+ . 
= f ( _ l)k uk(nk: l jk gf. 
k=O 
Thus, 
Pn = x f (-l)k 
k=O 
uk(nk; lJk (E*)k p) 
( 
uk(n + 1 )k 
=-&I x i (-1)k k, xnpk 
k=O > 
=&D i (-l)k 
uk(n+l)k ,,+l-k 
k=O k! x 
=ki+)k k, 
uk(n+l)kn+l-kxx.pk 
n+l 
= i (-1)” 
uk(n+l)k-‘(n+l-k)x,pk 
k=O k! 
=kgo(-l)fip”u 
n-k(n + l)“-k-l(k+ 1) k 
(n -k)! 
X. 
EXAMPLE 7.18. If UE K, then 
CGI 
pn= c f-1)” 
uk(n+ l)kp’(~+ 1 -2k)xH+2k 
k=O k! 
is the Newtonian sequence associated with the basic functional 
~=E+u~~+(u~/~!)E~+(u~/~!)E~+ . . . . 
Proof: We will use Theorem 7.8. If we factorf asS= EM, then M = 1 + 
a&2 + (u2/2!) e4 + (u’/3!) c6 + . . = eae2. Thus, 
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= ,g, ( - 1 )” “^‘“,: 1 IA &2k 
Thus, 
P,, = x 2 (_ l)k akcnk; 1 jk (&*)2kx” 
k=O > 
rn:2 1 
=-&II 1 (-1)” 
uk(n + 1)” y+ 1 Zk 
k=O 
k! 
[l#,Q] = ,;, ( _ 1 )” uk’nk; * jk n +-I y; 2k y ~ 2k 
In’21 
= 1 (-l)k 
uk(n+ l)“-‘(n+ 1 -2k) y Zk. 
k=O 
k! 
EXAMPLE 7.19. The polynomial sequence 
Pn= i 
k=O 
is the Newtonian sequence associated with the basic functional f = F - E’. 
Proof: We will use Theorem 7.8. If we factor f as f = EM, then 
M= 1-c. Thus, MP’= l/(1 --E), and so D”(AC’)=n!M-“‘+I’. We can 
now write 
_lD”(l +E+E2+E3+ ...I 
lI! 
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8. SCHEFFER SETS 
8.1. Definition and Classtf?cation 
We showed in Example 6.2 that if f is a basic functional with associated 
Newtonian sequence { p,}, then f *(p,) = pn-, for n > 0. We show in this 
section that there are many other polynomial sequences for which this is 
also true. 
DEFINITION. If f is a basic functional, then the polynomial sequence 
IS”> will be called a Sheffer set for f (or a Scheffer sequence for f) if 
f *(s,) = s,- , for n > 0. A polynomial sequence will be called a Sheffer set 
(or a Sheffer sequence) if it is a Sheffer set for some basic functional. 
We will show that a given basic functional f has one Sheffer set for every 
invertible descending operator. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let f be a basic functional with associated Newtonian 
sequence {p,}. The polynomial sequence {s,,} is a Sheffer set for f zf and 
only zf there is an invertible descending operator M* such that s, = M*( p,) 
for n > 0. 
Proof Let M* be an invertible descending operator, and let 
s, = M*(p,). Since M* is invertible, Proposition 6.11 implies that s, is of 
degree n, and we have 
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f*(%)=f*M*(P,) 
= M*f*(P”) 
=M*(P,-,) 
=s,,- I 
for n > 0. 
Conversely, let (sn) be a Sheffer set f0r.f. Since { p,> and {sn} are bases 
of P, we can define an invertible linear operator L on P by letting 
UP,) = CT,. To show that L is a descending operator, it suffices (by 
Theorem 6.13) to show that f *L = Lf *. Since 
=s,,-1 
=L(P,-1) 
= Lf*(Pn) 
and { p,> is a basis of P, the proof is complete. 
Since (p,} is a basis of P, two operators that agree on (p,} must be 
equal. Thus, we have proved the following. 
COROLLARY 8.2. Zf f is a basic functional with associated Newtonian 
sequence {p,). then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of 
Sheffer sets for f and the set of invertible descending operators defined b? 
taking the inoertible descending operator M* to {M*( p,)). 
There is an obvious parallel between the classification of Newtonian 
sequences and the classification of Sheffer sets of a given basic functional 
f: Each Newtonian sequence corresponds to a basic functional and each 
Sheffer set for f corresponds to an invertible descending operator. (Each 
invertible descending operator corresponds to a basic functional by taking 
the invertible descending operator M* (for M= a, + a,E + a2E2 + . . with 
a, # 0) to the basic functional a,& + a, sz + a*~’ + . . .) We will now show 
that this parallelism extends further: Just as we proved in Theorem 7.1 that 
a Newtonian sequence is determined by its sequence of constant terms (and 
that this sequence can be chosen arbitrarily, as long as the first term is 
non-zero), we will now show that a Sheffer set for a basic functional f is 
determined by its constant terms, and that these can be chosen arbitrarily 
(as long as the first term is non-zero). 
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THEOREM 8.3. Let f be a basic functional. There is a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the set of Sheffer sets for f and the set of sequences 
{(a,, a,, a2, . . . ) 1 ai E K, a, # 0} defined by taking the constant terms in the 
Sheffer set. 
Proof Let (p,> be the Newtonian sequence associated with J We 
proved in Corollary 8.2 that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the set of Sheffer sets for f and the set of invertible descending operators, 
defined by sending the invertible descending operator M* to the Sheffer set 
(M*(pn)}. We will show here that for each sequence (a,,, a,, a,, . ..) in K 
with a, # 0, there is a unique invertible descending operator M* such that 
(EIM*(pn))=a, for all n>O. 
Corollary 6.18 implies that it is sufficient to show that for each sequence 
(a,, a,, 4, ) in K with a, # 0, there exists a unique ME K[ [E]] such that 
(E 1 M,*( p,)) = a, for all n > 0. We will show by induction on n that there 
is a unique choice of b, E K such that if M = b, + b, E + b,E* + . , then 
(E / MT(p,)) = ak for k <n. To begin the induction, we note that since 
p0 # 0, we must set b, = a,/pO in order to have MT( pO) = 6, p0 = a,,. We 
now assume that there are unique values of b,, b,, . . . . b,- , and b,, for 
which (&IMf(pk))=ak for k<n. Since Mr(pn+I)=bopn+,+blpn+ 
bZp+I+ ... +b,+, po, we have (&IMr?pn+l))=boE(pn+I)+bl&(p,,)+ 
bZE( pn- , ) + .. + b, + , E( pO). Since b,, b,, ._. and b, are already deter- 
mined and E( pO) = p. # 0, there is a unique value of b,, i for which 
(EIq+(Pn+J)=an+l. This completes the induction step. Since ho #O, 
Proposition 6.11 and Corollary 6.19 imply that Mf is invertible, and the 
proof is complete. 
8.2. Comuitiplication of Sheffer Sets 
In this section, we give another characterization of Sheffer sets, this time 
in terms of the comultiplication A. We also show how to construct the 
Sheffer set for a basic functional f having a given sequence as its sequence 
of constant terms. 
THEOREM 8.4. Let f be a basic functional w)ith associated Newtonian 
sequence {p,}. The polynomial sequence {s,} is a Sheffer set for f if and 
only if 
Proof Let (s,,> be a Scheffer set forf: If M* is the invertible descending 
operator such that M*( p,) = s,, then we have 
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Ah,) = dM*(P,l) 
=(M*Ol)aP,) (using Theorem 6.13 ) 
II- 1 
=(M*@l) c P,OP,1-1 I 
i= 0 
Conversely, if d(s,,) = xi!:,’ si 0 p,, ~I ~ ;, then 
.f*(.y,,) = (hc3.f) &,2) 
and the proof is complete. 
As an application of this theorem we will show how to construct the 
Sheffer set for the basic functional f whose constant terms are a given 
sequence (a,, a,, u2, . ..). 
PROPOSITION 8.5. Let f he a basic functional Mlith associated Newtonian 
sequence {p,}, and let (a,, a,, a,, . . . ) be a sequence in K with a, # 0. I” we 
let 
.y,l=a,+-v C arpnpl ir 
r=O 
then (s,,} is a Scheffer set fbr .f and E(s,,) = a,, for all n > 0. 
Prooj Theorem 8.4 implies that there is a Sheffer set {sn} for f such 
that &(~,)=a, for all n 30; we must show that s, satisfies the formula of 
the proposition. 
Lemma 7.2 implies that s, = E(s,) + XE*(S,), i.e., that s,, = a, + XE*(S,). 
Since E* = (E @ l)d, Theorem 8.4 implies that 
n-l 
E*(S,)=(E@l) 1 SiOP,,-I-, 
i=O 
and the proof is complete. 
hO7’91’1-1” 
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8.3. The Associated Functional Sequence of a Sheffer Set 
We show here that just as a Newtonian sequence can be characterized in 
terms of its associated functional sequence, a Sheffer set can also be charac- 
terized in terms of its associated functional sequence. We also obtain an 
expansion theorem for functionals and operators in terms of their effect on 
the elements of a Sheffer set. 
PROPOSITION 8.6. Let (f,, f2, f3, . ..) he a functional sequence with 
associated polynomial sequence {s,}. The polynomial sequence {sn} is a 
Scheffer set tf and only tf there is a functional f and an invertible element M 
of K[[&]] such that f, = Meif" for all n > 1. 
Proof. Let {sn) be a Sheffer set for the basic functional f with 
associated Newtonian sequence { p,}, and let ME K[ [s]] be the invertible 
element such that s, = M*( p,) for all n > 0. We then have 
dn.k= W”IPk) 
=(f""I(M-')*M*p,) 
= (M-tf”+‘]M*pk) 
= (M-lf”+‘ls& 
and so we must have f, = M- ‘7 for all n k 1. 
Conversely, let f be a functional, and let M be an invertible element of 
K[ [E] ] such that fn = M-If” for all n 2 1. Since 
~n.k= (fn+llSk) 
= (M-lf”+‘lsk) 
= (f”+‘I(M-‘)*s,), 
Corollary 3.8 implies that f is a basic functional, and we also have that 
{(M ~ ‘)*sk} must be the Newtonian sequence associated with f: Thus, our 
result follows from Proposition 8.1, and the proof is complete. 
DEFINITIONS. In the situation of Proposition 8.6, we will say that f is the 
basic functional associated with the Sheffer set {sn} and that M* is the 
descending operator associated with the Sheffer set {s,,}. 
Since two basic functionals whose powers differ by multiplication by a 
fixed element of K[[E]] must be the same, it is easy to see that the basic 
functional associated with a Sheffer set and the descending operator 
associated with a Sheffer set are well defined. Theorem 4.3 now implies the 
following. 
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THEOREM (Expansion Theorem for Sheffer Sets) 8.7. Let (s,,) he a 
Sheffer set with associated basic functional f and associated descending 
operator M*. If L is either an element pf P* or a linear operator on P, then 
% 
L== c L(s,,) M-7“‘+‘. 
t1 = 0 
8.4. The Generating Fwzction of a Sheffer Set 
In this section, we characterize the generating function of a Sheffer set. 
THEOREM 8.8. The sequence {s,(x)) is a Sheffer set if and onlv if there 
is a basic functional f and an invertible elernerlt M of K[ [E]] such that 
,-I. 
Mf +xMf’+x’Mf’+ .... 
Proof: If {S,(X)} is a Scheffer set, let g be its associated basic functional 
and let N* be its associated descending operator. Thus, if { p,Jx) 3 is the 
Newtonian sequence associated with g and f is the basic functional that is 
the inverse of g under functional composition, then (using Proposition 5.9) 
s,,(x) = N*p,,(x) = N*4:x”. 
Since C,‘=, So Ed+ ’ takes X” to s,(x), we have C,“=, So Ed+’ = N*tj,*. 
Let M*=Nf=($f)-‘N*+6f. Since (Mfk+‘jp)=(fk+ljM*p) and 
fl( I - xf ) = ,/- + xf 2 + .~‘f’ + . = 47 (as in the proof of Theorem 7.6), 
Mf -=Mf +xMf’+x2Mf3+ . . . 
1 - Xf 
= @M* 
=QQ;r)-‘N*4/* 
= N*qS;F. 
Thus, Proposition 7.5 implies that I,“= D sk(-y)ak + ’ = Mf/( 1 - xf). 
Conversely, assume that we have a basic functional f and an invertible 
element M of K[ [E]] such that C& sk(x) .zk+’ = Mf/(l - xf). Let 
N* = ~$:M*(d,j*)~~; then N* is an invertible descending operator, and (as 
in the last paragraph) we have Mf/( 1 - xf) = drM* = N*#f and 47 is a 
coalgebra automorphism of P. If p,,(x) = #TX”, then Theorem 5.6 implies 
that {p,(x)} is a Newtonian sequence. Thus, 
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Sk(X) = Mfx” 
1 - xf 
= ),‘*4f.y” 
= NIP,>, 
and so Proposition 8.1 implies that {s,(x)} is a Scheffer set. 
The proof of Theorem 8.8 also implies the following. 
COROLLARY 8.9. Zf {s,,(x)] is a Scheffer set with associated basic 
functional f and associated descending operator M*, then 
f sk(x)&k+‘+$ 
k=O 
(where f is the inverse to f under functional composition, and 
li4; = f$fM*q). 
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